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Introduction
This thesis report, as stated in my thesis proposal,
is primarily composed of an edited version of my continuing,
personal journal. Started in December of 1979, its purpose
was intended to mirror my personal thoughts in an attempt
to establish a balance in myself between my visual interpretations
through photography and my daily, personal observations
through writing of my experiences.
The Journal encompasses, almost to the day, a year's
time period from the beginning of the Winter Quarter of my
second year in the MFA Program at RIT until about one month
after the presentation of my thesis exhibit, November, 1980.
It traces the process, or series of events which led me
to the writing of my thesis proposal, the execution of
thesis photographs, and to the submission of this thesis
report and its conclusions.
To a minimal degree, I have tried to explain certain
events or experiences for the reader. But, because the Journal's
function is primarily for personal introspective reasons,
writing it for myself required no explanations.
It is in my hopes that this thesis report not only
functions for the reader, and viewer of my photographs,
as an aid to a better appreciation and understanding of my
work, but also, for the sake of other students seriously
involved in photography as a personal, expressive medium.
I have included a whole set of 25. signed and dated
photographs from the thesis exhibition rather than inserting
slides of the work. In a sense, b~ presenting the text and 
photographs together, it is hoped that they will reinforce 
eachother to create something which, as a whole, is greater 
than its parts. I feel, also, that viewing the original, 
fine-printed photographs(and not reproductions of them) is 
paramount to the learning process of an education in Photography 
•••• especially that the original wor~ will remain in the 
Wallace Memorial Library Archives at RIT. 
The work, therfore, not only reflects a learning and 
growing time for me, but also hopefully, becomes a tool of 
learning for other students working in the medium of Photography. 
All twenty-five(25) photographs are 2nd in an edition 
of five(5). They were all archivally processed and printed 
by myself and may not be reproduced in any form without my 
permission. 
Special thanks is given to Guenther Cartwright, Owen 
Butler, James Thomas, and Eva Rubinstein for their dedication 
and assistance with this project. Also to Katharine Ritter, 
William Gratwick, Steve Piper, Ann Brandeis, and Dr. Richard 
Zakia ••••• thank you for your encouragement, inspiration, and 
assistance. 
Howard Goodman 
Howard S. Goodman 
January 1, 1981 
Rochester Institute of Technology
College of Graphic Arts and Photography
School of Photographic Arts and Sciences
Master of Fine Arts In Photography
Thesis Proposal
Submitted By: Howard S. Goodman
Title: Just Living
Winter 1980
"I believe that, through
the act of living, the discovery
of oneself is made concurrently
with the discovery of the world
around us
"
Cartier-Bresson, from
The Decisive Moment.
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Thesis Board: Chairman, Mr. Guenther Cartwright, Assistant Professor
School of Photographic Arts and Sciences
College of Graphic Arts and Photography
Rochester Institute of Technology
Mr. Owen Butler, Assistant Professor
School of Photographic Arts and Sciences
College of Graphic Arts and Photography
Rochester Institute of Technology
Mr- James Thomas, Assistant Professor
College of Fine and Applied Arts
Rochester Institute of Technology
Special Advisor, Ms. Eva Rubinstein
The New School For Social Research
Purpose: To make an extended photographic self-portrait.
Background and Scope:
My interest in the belief that the artist, regardless
of medium, is basically expressing his/her personal likes,
dislikes, points of view or philosophies through their work
rather than as an impersonal interpreter of reality stems
from The Shape of Content, a book of compiled lectures by
Ben Shahn, and recent conversations I had with the photographer,
-Zt-
Eva Rubinstein.
Through these readings and discussions I discovered that
my photographs function in a way which helps me to better
understand myself by letting me examine the things that I
respond to in my environment. They tell me, and others,
what I am doing, where I have been, and possibly where I am
go ing (emotionally, intellectually, or even physically).
Although I am not always aware of what they are telling me ,
the photographs I make are the best and most revealing way
in which I express my self.
The photographs of the thesis will be an exploration of
how light its qualities and sourcescan best reveal the
forms, textures, or events which I am responding to in my
environment.
It is through this combined approach that I intend to
create the visual statements which would, hopefully, have
the potential to stimulate other people's ideas about their
own lives, to uplift the spirit, and to communicate the joy
of discovery and life.
The thesis exhibit will contain a number of photographs
with excerpts from the thesis report juxtaposed.
The thesis report will be an edited personal diary of
the events, experiences, feelings and emotions of my daily
life prior to, during, and following the execution of the
photographs. This diary, or thesis report, will serve to
affirm my personal involvement and give the viewer the
opportunity to correlate my personal experiences and its
impact on the work. In a sense the diary, or excerpts from it,
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would allow the viewer to participate in the work by functioning,
as Minor White called it, as a "handrail into the photograph". ;
as an aid to the understanding of the photograph and, more,
the person who created it.
Procedure:
All work will be done in black and white materials
with either the 8" X 10" view camera or in the 35 mm format.
The 8" X 10" will be used for its ability to render exquisite
details; the 35 mm for its mobility and speed. All 8" X 10" 's
will be contact prints with the option to enlarge up to
16" X 20". All of the 35 mm work will be enlarged.
There will be no geographic limitations, although most
of the work will be done in the Northeast section of the
United States.
The projected time of completion is September of 1980,
when the work will be exhibited in the M.F.A. Gallery at
the Rochester Institute of Technology. The Thesis Report,
as required by the M.F.A. Committee, will be submitted shortly
after the completion of the thesis exhibit to allow for added
observations and/or personal reflections from the experiences
of the thesis exhibit and the thesis sharing.
1. John Upton Lecture. Rochester Institute of Technology,
December, 1979.
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VIII .
Calendar of Procedures
December, 1979 Journal begun.
February, 1980 Thesis proposal written
February, 1980. Proposal accepted by
MFA Committee
October, 1980 Thesis exhibit
November, I98O Thesis Report written
January I98I Thesis Report submitted
IX.
Journal
Note: All footnotes refer to sources listed in the Bibliography,
Section XI.
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11:30 p.m., December 11, 1979
Well, page 1.
Centering: the potter's way of focus. Or focusing:
the photographer's way of centering. Which is what I feel is
happening to me.
The committment. Ugh! Just asking to be defined, categorized,
and stylized.
On the river
On the road~culture-ology
Monuments anthropology
Americans at home sociology
"What a photograph can do or what a painting
can do is to give us that nudge toward
meditation and contemplation that will make
us better equipped to handle the buffeting
that our spirit takes duuing everyday life.
The photograph can give you that moment of
departure from everyday life that gives us spiritual
and philosophic strength to continue."
"If a person has deep philosophic insights
and he is able to convert these into some
kind of visual statements through photography,
then he or she is going to shape other people's
ideas about their own lives. "q
New TopographiesJoe (big)Deal (Northlight )
Visual. Undulating 3D space on the surface of the
photograph. Non cerebral.
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A long day. Alarm went off at 6 a.m. Re-set it twice
and didn't get up until 8. class at 9. Positive. Was
not fighting as in Core. I think I realized that even though
his work does not relate to what my perceptions are of
photography and art he,nevertheless, still has a variety
of experiences which I will exploit (as I plan to exploit
everything at RIT . )
Well, whatever inspirations class had for me was
erased when I tried to get an Independent Study approved
in Drawing. Wasted too much time and energy again. . .as
the day before when also dealing with the Institute. One
hand does not know what the other hand is doing!
Days are long. Have been neglecting my photography
ever since pneumonia. It has been over two months. Must
get to work....must stick to schedule or I won't have time for
anything. . .might have to drop Co-op class. Tired. More tomorrow.
Maybe 1*11 dream up a thesis proposal tonight!
December 14,
Planned to draw for most of the day pfffft! Finally
started at about 8 p.m. Worked for about two hours. Rough.
Then some monumental things: film can, cactus. Positive.
Fell into getting lost in the work. Felt good.
Got some reaction to my negativism towards Joe's work
last night at Helen's. Charles W. was shocked but wondered why
I was not negative and loud. His verbal battles are sometimes
tiring but are usually alive and stimulating. Definitely
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wakes one's tired body and mind.
Shot a roll of 35 mm film today. I can't believe it
but I'm excited about some of them. POTENTIALS . . . .will see.
John Upton was nice and simple and quite enjoyable to
listen to last night.
Am expecting some hard and direct criticism the next
time I show work. I guess I'll have to have some hard and
direct prints so they may speak for, and defend, them
selves.
Words as handrail into the photograph. Allows the
viewer to participate in the work or piece by assisting
intellectually into the print. (How the moon looked from
the bottom of a small pond out in the wilderness.) Enough.
More tomorrow. No thesis yet.
December 15.
The photograph as illusion.
Screwed up M. O'Grady's negatives. Out of focus!!!
She didn't like the "feel ing" (thank heavens!) anyway.
It was to be a gift portrait of her family to her parents
for Christmas. They weren't cooperative her relatives that
is. Will not charge her for it (Yes, I'm stupid and poor but
at least I'm honest?!)
December 16,
Got out today. Wind was some trouble, but made 10
negatives. Exposure seems to be around ASA 50 for Tri-X.
-k-
Quite a jump from 320!! FG-7, Normal development=ll minutes
at 70F., at 1:7 dilution.
Had a thought while driving today through Pittsford.
Rape. Rape of the land, to be specific. I wonder if Henrietta
township will flood after the new Mall is built? The EPA
says it will and the DEC says it won't. Anyway, it sure
sounds like something's not kosher in the political ethics
department. I guess anything* s o.k. if there is a profit
to be made. Photograph the evidence of such exploited and
abused land. Juxtapositions of what remains after the
land has been 'violated' or 'raped'. Historical sites
such as the Love Canal near Buffalo or de -commissioned
nuclear power plant sites. Half-completed or never-finished
projects: Route 47 1 Genesee Expressway, nuclear waste
dumps, government funded low income housing, etc. This
might be worth thinking about as thesis. Potential is
there?
December 16,
Went to the new highway to try 'Rape' idea. Greatest
difficulty was keeping images from becoming trite or overdone.
(Maybe I'm just too aware of triteness or clicheness??) . It
was difficult to find a point of view. .. .there was something
there.. ..this super-highway site...only an occasional jogger
or walker. . .but, a strange, dead silence prevailed in
such a visually loud and abusive place.
. . .that park will soon be a very noisy place with
tandem, tractor-trailers flying and roaring through it.
rill have to live by myself. It's
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much too difficult to live with other people and their
problems. . s hard enough living with my own. It sure
gets to me sometimes. I guess that's because I'm really
living alone here. All these people, though, keep intruding,
inconveniencing, and bothering me with their irresponsible
and apathetic behavior. Were there any real experiences to
justify those vague hints of awareness?
is so bored with everything. He is apparently
too smart to let go or feel. He can experience things
intellectually but knows too much for his own good(or thinks
he does) . His abilities are great but lacks the drive
to create. Too bad...he has alot to offer...but needs
courage to try out ideas.
December 18,
No, 'rape' is too stylistic and too sociological.
How about doing my. work?? O.K. Extended portrait. Maybe
an extended portrait of a special place?
Collect some prints and show them to Guenther. See
what he says.
Have been trying alot of things in my work. I guess
that that is what graduate work is about. Nothing I
try is wrong . . . . even if it is imitative of someone else's
work.. even mine.
December 20,
Strange hour to be writing in here: at 9 o'clock
in the morning.
-6-
Yesterday was pretty unbelievable. First 's class.
I was not at all interested in the 'conceptual' music.
Just the fact that it exists is enough for me. Listening to
it isn't rewarding. Then, a meeting with Guenther. Our
talk was good. Felt free to tell him about things when other
faculty makes me uneasy. He was skeptical about taking
on the role of advisor on my thesis board. Don't blame
him.... I have some pretty weird ideas sometimes. Tried
to explain to him how I felt about 'concept* or 'idea' art.
Made him nervous to consider involvement. Although it
becomes too egotistical towards the artist, the idea of
concept' art is interesting. He gets no, or very little
out of it.
Critique with Owen at Helen Obermeyer's: Mainly... how
students are bored with E. Weston' s(and the lilB)work and
what turns them on now(undergraduate students): Helmut
Newton and others who profit from bizzareness. Where do
we go from here??? Will try to draw today.
December 22,
'Busy' was not the word today, 'nonstop' is better.
Finally got to read some of that Film History text that
I've been meaning to get to. It's a little dry but bear
able. If I could get through 20 pages a day I'll be happy.
Just wrote a page to the "Camera
Xerography"
article
I'm writing for Portfolio Magazine. Thre-fin a story about
that self-portrait 'magic'. Hope Greg & Marty think its
worthy of an issue. (Article is to be in Volume I, Number 3.)
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I am being torn between Straight photography and
Idea photography the boat or the pipe??
Had two good proposals today. Will sketch them out on
large pad.
Been thinking of Straight imagery that stimulates
concepts or ideas. .. .like wrapped objects (idea of) or
vegetables in plastic. . .although this was done by Janet Fish
in the early 70' s...maybe doing 'photo-realism* with actual
color photographs rather than paint...with the 8 X 10....and
enlarge them hugely! til
Christmas Day, 1979
Have begun reading Ansel's 'Series' books again. Started
with The Negative. I figure, if anything, it will get me back
to logical answers to the technique problems I've been
having (which I, maybe, have taken too much for granted here?)
AZO paper has been very difficult to work with.... to
make a good print with. I wonder how different the emulsion
is now from when it was produced in the 1920' s? It sure is
green with D-72!! Tried a cold-tone developer but that
turned it blue!! I'll try a cold-tone Beers developer....
or better yet, Amidol. But to start from the beginning
with a new paper-developer combination could take forever- -
or at least seem like it could to tailor to my likings.
Green prints are not very appealing. . .neither are blue ones!
Am deciding whether to go to New York tomorrow. No,
I think not. The car isn't up for a trip like that and
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Also, too expensive with gasoline being $1.10 a gallon already!!
Although The Times advertised some good shows (photography
exhibits) ... .do I really need to get more confused about
my direction?
If I am concerned with the beauty (photographic beauty) of
the image, then why not use a 'beautiful 'paper rather than
green AZO?
January 5. 1980
Much has happened since my last entry:
1. Drove to New York.
2. Made some good negatives there.
3. Saw some good shows there.
4. Burnt a valve and the V.W. stopped dead about 20
miles from the nearest town when it was 10 degrees outside
at about 9 p.m. on New Year's Eve! So, I eventually got it
towed1
and sold it....no more V.W.'s for me!!! Bought a
1970 Plymouth Valiant for $150. and it has heat! Sold the
V.W. to Glen & Deb in Ithaca. Told them all its problems but
insisted on buying it. I'll send them the "Idiot
Book" and
spare parts tomorrow. Maybe I should have spent New Year's
Eve with Roger & Karen at Lake Peekskill when they asked
me to that day? I guess it would have happened anyway.
Should put some serious thought into thesis if I want
to show by September.
Anyway, I did see some good shows in N.Y. The Bresson
show at ICP was A+(but the printing was done by someone else
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on some kind of 'lustre' surface. . .eech! ) . There seemed to
be a veil over the prints but were nevertheless acceptable....
although lacking in print character.
The Joseph Beuys exhibit at the Guggenheim was funny. The
rendered fat was beautiful. To see 20 tons of it on the
floor of the Guggenheim Museum was nice... it also smelled
very rotten and strange (sort of like an old friend of mine's
hair if it hadn't been washed in a while). I very much liked
the piece, "I Wonder Where I Would Be Now Had I Been
Intelligent'
The sculpture to which this title was applied had nothing,
visually to me, to do with itt Layers of stacked aluminum
window frames with colored plastic inserts.
January 7.
Cars! I guess I could get along without one. How
much more simple and cheaper life would be! Hell, I could
do my thesis right in this house.... or even my room if
I had to.
Must get together a piece for 's class for Wednesday
1/19. I should get a few together. Yes, draw out notes on
fine paper. But what about photography?. . .Should apply
color to ideas?
January 8,
While the bath is filling. Cancelled Partner's Project
class tonight. . ..no car! No tools or materials. . .have to
get that damn car on the road soon!
Drew today. Feel very charged and it's almost midnight.
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Steven Muskie's thesis excellent. Some expected frowns
on its 'commercial' look. It is sad that some artists are
so narrow minded as to reject work because it does not appeal
to their 'elite' sensibilities. Photographers must try to
communicate to as many people as possible and not confine
it to a few privileged art conscious snobs.
On my floor are books I have begun to read(and re-read) :
Steinbeck's Grapes of Wrath. The Negative by A. Adams, The
Documentary Tradition by Lewis Jacobs, Light Readings by
A.D. Coleman, Saul Steinberg's Drawings. Claus Oldenberg, F 64.
Sometimes A Great Notion by Ken Kesey, and On The Road by
Jack Kerouae . . . . so much to read. .and do!
Must finish Xerography article by the end of this week...
Charlie Arnold is to illustrate it!!! Steve Piper published
in Photographers Forum with Owen's article on RIT must read it.
Well, time for the bath
January 9,
Just wrote to Judy VanWagner in Plattsburgh asking if
she could serve on the thesis board. I think she may hesitate
for distance and transportation costs at show time but I hope
she will agree to serve on it. It's 1:10 a.m. and the C.B.C. just
signed off the air...and so am I...maybe I should write this in
the morning instead of at night??
January 10,
Saw Adams' Portfolio III today. (A.D.Coleman is an ass! Then
again, which critic isn't who is all words and no action......
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especially if his views are different from yours.)
Back to Adams. His work has always inspired me (as
corny as it does sound) . To experience one of his photographs
not a reproduction is to see a clarity of vision which can
be more intense than the actual scene that was before his lens.
Treating myself to his work (work which has become almost
impossible to view since the George Eastman House has
closed their archive doors to the RIT and Rochester community)at
the RIT library archives was, and usually is very uplifting
to my spirits. Sort of like a
Beatles' song. Even a sad
one is positive, strong, and uplifting. Adams work parallels
with music.
Do 'conceptualists' communicate emotion? No, intellect.
Or, do they communicate at all? Sometimes not.
I want to create things which uplift the spirit ; to
cause awe and wonder to stimulate and encourage others; to
reveal things visually which inspires creative thought. To
make a spark to start a fire. From idea to action. ..not from
artificial means. To touch with the eyes; to feel, smell,
and experience the wonders of being. .. .through the visual. Not
to overload. ..but to employ the senses to work; to increase
sensitivity and awareness. . .to be as .alive as a baby- Neon
is unnecessary- . ..as are fireworks and flashing lights.
Departure from everyday life as meditation uplifting
awareness. Art must accomplish this!
January 15,
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Thesis: Photographs which are a result, or part of an
emotional involvement. Presented with photographs will be
excerpts from the thesis report. . .which will be a journal
or diary. This diary will contain a record of events, feel
ings, impressions, and other writings which will help lead
the viewer into the photographs. .. .by reading, the viewer
participates: - "Handrail. . . (Minor White) .
Further, the involvement will also exhibit, in photo
graphs, the essence of the place (refer to original Proposal
from Pre-Thesis Seminar) .. .But throughout, the search for
photographic beauty will prevail in the imagery. By reading
about the photographer' s(artist's)experiences, the viewer's
understanding is expanded in the photograph. (Weston's work
becomes profoundly more important, today, when there is an
understanding of the life he lived the person he was.)
....personalizes rather than alienates the viewer. "The
artist's concern is self, not issues.%
January 16,
Studio today. Used objects apples, red peppers, tomatoes,
all wrapped in plastic wrap. .. .light modulators. Color
photography is barbaric! (Unless, of course if one prefers
not to control the situation.) Contrast problems with glare
on the plastic. .. Spent 6 hours setting up, waiting, arranging
lights all for four exposures!! The 'objects' have been put
in the fridge.... I hope my roomies don't get any ideas about
them until I see the outcome of those negatives, anyway.
The old-new car is great ( finally) . Now if only gas
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was still 500 a gallon! And film also! Up 45% this week!
From $20. to $35. for 25 sheets of 8 X 10 Tri-X! Haven't
even begun to think of what paper will cost. And I
thought color was expensive!
Found in the Rochester Democrat & Chronicle on Saturday,
January 26, 1980: "The more illusion there is the
greater the opportunity for enlightenment."
Allen Ginsberg
January 26,
As co-chairman of our MFA Speakers Committee it was
my turn to host a visiting artist. Hosted Eva Rubinstein
this past Thursday. Besides for getting the wrong information
from some secretary at Alfred(where she was speaking the
day before)... I was supposed to meet Eva on Wednesday
evening at the Hilton. . . .Anyway, I got a late start Thurs
day morning and arrived a few minutes after 9 a.m. at the
Hilton. Was a bit anxious and nervous hosting such an
event but all my fears washed away when we met that morning.
One of the most friendly and- human 'well -known 'photographer's
I have ever met! After breakfast we went up to 3030 and
she talked with us for a couple of hours. After lunch,
having some hours to kill until her plane left, we drove
down to Avon and Eva fell in love with some -furniture there
at an Antique shop. She wound up buying about $350. worth,
all of which will be stored in my house until the next
chance I get to drive it down to her new loft in Manhattan.
Because of her buying spree she missed her 4:55 p.m. flight
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and had to get the 7:10 to LaGuardia. So, we shared a few
drinks in the airport bar and talked. She asked what I was
planning after RIT, and I told her about my desire to teach.
She told me about her teaching experiences and was very
curious about my experiences with the kids I was teaching Art
to with the Partner's Project.
Although she was"41 and-a-half" and I 28, I felt as
if she were 28 and I"41 and-a-half". She is so visually aware
and isn't ashamed to verbalize her impressions. . .like the
sunset she remarked about behind the Avon Auction House.
She showed me some shadows on a porch in Avon as we were
driving by... it was a visual thing which explained and
clarified her feelings about that place perfectly. I asked
if she would like to stop and photograph. She said no and
told me that I could have that photograph if I wanted to
make it myself.
Eva mentioned that she would like a Japanese character
that describes "Life". She hasn't found one yet. She
wants it for a 'trademark' (?) to use on the back of her
prints. I know Roger B. can help me find one for her.
At the airport she called her people to tell them that
she would be late arriving. The speaker announced her plane
boarding and I thanked her for coming and for her encouraging
conversation all day. She thanked me for helping with the
furniture and that when I deliver them that a special dinner
would be waiting. We kissed goodbye.
"All photographs are self-portraits." Eva Rubinstein.
Thought of asking her to be an advisor on the board.... but
-15-
I know she would be much too busy to accept that respon
sibility if it were anything less than a 100%, full-time
committment.
January 31,
I have been wracking my brains to write a proposal
which is simple, logical, and me. Kathy, in a half-sleep
told me what to do. I may have, still, alot of crap in it,
but I feel good about it. . .especially the title.
It is called: "Just Living", an extended photographic
self-portrait. Needs work... but will show it to Owen
tomorrow .
February 6,
Here we are... five pounds of 'filed* proposals later.
It did tttrn out to be "Just Living" Halleluyah! ! !
Jim Thomas agreed to be on the board and Gunther agreed
also. Dr- Zakia read it, and after helping to re-arrange a
word or two he gave it his blessings and wished me luck. He
also, seriously suggested that Eva be an advisor on my board.
Knowing that she has plenty to do too much really I honestly
hesitate asking her for help. Although she is a very
generous person, and would probably agree to it, I still
don't feel right about asking her- But the truth is I
do want her on the board.
Linda Mcausland dropped off two of her thesis prints
in my mailfolder! i Her work reminds me so much of Plattsburgh
at night and 20 below zero. They are truly magic to me in
that sense.
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Well, it has been four months, since I quit smoking!
Well, it seems I've replaced that bad habit with another....
television. . .a drug which already has become a habit almost
more difficult to kick than cigarettes.
February 14,
Snowing lightly outside now. It figures that when I
finally buy cross-country skiis there is a snowless winter.
I am still involved with "school" work and all of its
legal and bureacratic crap. Can't wait to 'Just Live'.
Called a portrait studio this morning. Re: Job in
newspaper. Glad that he never called back. That kind of
commercial work kills my creative spirit.
Been drawing. Feels good. More instant than photography
yet at the same time less instant. There are drawings which
are saying things about myself.
In photography the realism sometimes gets in the way,
or it sometimes distracts from the intent of the photograph.
In drawing, luckily I can't draw photographically ( ! ) , the
objects or reality of the scene is secondary in appearance.
Intention (should be) is more apparent because of the abstract
nature of the reality of the drawing. (What?)
It is getting more difficult to write in this diary
knowing that it will be read by other people. Will have
to Xerox the original and present it edited. Too many
unfair character judgements? A reflection of my perception
and dissatisfaction with the way I'm living my own life. Is
my sourness, in part, a reaction to the competitive atmosphere
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at RIT? I find it difficult to compete with my creativity...
Is that much different from the 'real' world? NO!
I am constructing a light box for my 8 X 10 negatives.
It is of my own design. (See Documentation Section.) It
will be made from scrap wood from the S.A.C. school: Mahogany,
Cherry, Oak, etc., with frosted glass and flourescent light.
Had a good talk with Jim Thomas today,about drawings
and his role on the thesis board. We talked about Naturalism
and Humanism in Art and photography. Gave him an article
by Bill Jay, "The Romantic Machine", which discusses and defines
both approaches.
I think I have finally found a critical approach to my
way of working... it has been (partially) critically defined!
Maybe 80% Humanistic and 18% Naturalistic and 2% Milk Fat.
But then, as any theory, they are too easily disproved
and subject to change.
I learned yesterday that pnemonia can last up to a
year!!! That might explain why I still don't feel my self
yet, and tire easily. I also need some good physical
exercise, but in winter I sure have alot of excuses!
New York Times BooH Review, February 10, 1980:
My indignation could safely boil over in the book
I was writing at the time but I would not allow that
either, because the laws of poetry command us to rise
above our anger and try to see the present in the
light of eternity.
February 21,
Accepted! MFA Committee approved the thesis board on
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Tuesday, 2/19/80. There was some question with the"purpose",
It appeared either too simple or redundant to some. The one
question which made me gasp was the one posed by C.A.: "Will
these pictures all be pictures of yourself?"--referring to
extended self-portrait'. I could see if this were a
trade school for plumbers or computer specialists, that I
would get a question like that... I assumed that within
my education of criticism in photography that the concept
of 'extended portraiture 'was universally understood by
the educated photography community. In any event, I
was quite shocked when I was asked that question. And
it was then and there that I learned not to assume that
my teachers received as good instruction as I in our
mediums.
I must try to accept criticism. I deny it. But, then I
must not let uncommitted criticism sway me from my own
committments and ideas.
Explosive confrontation accomplished little.
Have really been in a rut lately. Too many legal
committments to course requirements distracts me from my
work. Is it necessary to go to school to learn how to
create? It may give you the opportunity and resources to
do it and a good intellectual invironment to explore
and test new ideas in, but, any institution is contrary
to independent creativity.
"How often do you see concrete angels?*; ,*fiow often
do you see real ones?*(2) (1) Jackie Gentile
(2) Steve Small
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The End of The Rainbow bar was nice. Owen's last class.
It reminded me of the end of the last class that first
summer. The bourbon felt good.
There are many 'journals' in progress now. Kay, Joe,
Michael, Dave, Elizabeth, etc., and I wonder what they see.
February 25,
"In Evans' book we need words to clarify what it is we
see, and to inhibit much that we might imagine." From, Photo
graphs. Images, and Words, by Wright Morris.
Words inhibiting what we might imagine. T.V.
inhibits imagination. . .it's all done for you. Radio used
to let you imagine and create a visual world for yourself....
it was not all done for you! Something was left to the
imagination.
"Words can be as intrusive in their absence as in their
presence." Also from Photographs, Images, and Words, by
Wright Morris. .. .and. . ."Hard times are usually good for
photographers" "In Susan Sontag's On Photography there
are no
photographs."
"The art work no longer speaks for itself. It is
ironic to think, as the words flow, that the photograph
was once thought to speak a more concrete, less
abstract language. The slogan that it was better than a thou-
. .'.csaadv-words. Thousands upon thousands of words now encumber
a quantity of
photographs." Wright Morris
"With its rise in status, however, the photo
graph
is' read* rather than merely looked at.
Images of interest are scrutinized like
poems." Wright
Morris.
Thanks to Jim Thomas for the article these were in.
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Life ha-s surely cooled down since this past Friday (2/22/80)
No more classes. It feels good not to be in 'college' again*
That unreality of invisible sources of income. Postponing
earning a living. Postponing living.
It was very different back in 1971 when I first went
away-full-time-to school. It was an adventure then.
College is a procrastinators heaven! But being paid to
be "friere might be a different story. . .maybe even a new
adventure .
K.R. is so dissatisfied with her job. I don't blame her.
Her unhappiness is hard to take sometimes. I wish I could let
her paint and work at what she wants but I can hardly afford
myself the luxury of making photographs. Are hard times
really good for photographers? Well, you always hear about
the hard times artists had gone through. .. .might it be
even necessary?
February 27,
My time at RIT is finally over! Finished the last of
my coursework today!
Partner's Project job ended tonight with the class
exhibiting their work at 50 W. Main, downtown Rochester the
old RIT campus. Afterwards, I drove home, parked the car, and
went skiing at night!! The street was deserted as usual so
I took advantage of the new, drifting snow and the quiet
night. Am going to Genesee Park tomorrow morning to ski
more. It feels good to finish attendance at that brick ice
house called RIT! !
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March 9,
I am finding it difficult to keep this diary going
everyday. Upon reading the previous entry I can see how
trite and silly I can be.
Eva called yesterday. I think she is worried about her
furniture that she will not get it or something like that.
It was good talking to her. I had just finished processing
-and ruining- six negatives from the day's shooting when
the phone rang. I answered it in the darkroom still in
the dark ....she told me that her father was coming to
New York (City) to see her brother on the opening night
of the play he held the leading role in. (The play was
Children Of A Lesser God.... of which John(Eva's brother)Rubinstein
won the 'Best Actor* Tony Award in in 1980 for!). Just
a note on Eva*s relationship with her father Artur Rubinstein:
She hates him for never showing her any love when she was a
child, and he hates her for not understanding why he did not
show her any love when she was a child. I didn't know
what I was getting into! I
Anyway, on the phone, she bitched about his (her father's)
girlfriend(he had recan;tl Ldivoroed her mother after about
50 years of marriage) and his various medical problems being
92 years old!.... and that he was nuts to travel at his age
with those problems
I really think that she truly loves her father but cannot
exhibit or show him that she does. (Sigmund, where are you
when I need you?) .
Eva's photographs are like her father's performances. It
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is in hex blood. What she puts on to a small sheet of
silvered paper parallels what her father does with ivory,
wood, wound steel, and Chopin. They both extend their
intensely dedicated spirits in order to communicate the
beauty of humanity to us.
March 10,
Quote from Travels With Charley, by John Steinbeck,
"I can never get used to the thousands of antique
shops along the roads, all bulging with authentic
and attested trash from an earlier time. I believe
the population of the thirteen colonies was less than
four million souls, and every one of them must have
been frantically turning out tables, chairs, china,
glass, candle molds, and oddly shaped bits of iron,
copper, and brass for future sale to twentieth-
century tourists. There are enough antiques for sale
along the roads of New England alone to furnish the
houses of a population of fifty million. If I were
a good businessman, and cared a little for my unborn
great-grandGhildren, which I do not, I would gather
all the junk and the wrecked automobiles, comb the
city dumps, and pile these gleanings in mountains and
spray the whole thing with that stuff the Navy uses
to mothball ships. At the end of a hundred years my
decendents would be permitted to open this treasure
trove and would be the antique kings of the
world."
Steinbeck continued:
"To my certian knowledge, many people conceal
experiences for fear of ridicule. How many people have
seen or heard or felt something which so outraged
their sense of what should be that the whole thing
was brushed quickly away like dirt under a
rug?"
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March 18^^980
Today I am doing-teaching Arthur Taussig's class. The job
is really no job.. ..being present present for Taussig's
concern over insurance coverage. I thought it would last
a few days but it was for only 4 hours today. It seems
very silly to force a highly qualified professional such
as Mr. Taussig to 'baby sit' sign out darkroom keys , when
any idiot can do it (even me!).
Dave has a scheme to move to Boston and freelance doing
panorama photography. Sounds highly specialized and risky
(and quite gimmicky). My prediction is that he might sell
a few, but it won't last.
Have been .testing my film, lens, paper, developer,
combinations: Tri-X(8 X 10), FG-7: Dilution 1:15 @ 75P.
N Developments 7i minutes. Poly-F paper,
no filter, D-72 developer, 1:1, 2 minutes @
68F. Film rated at ASA 150.
The trees in Genesee Park printed well with a slight
burn on the snow with a #4 filter for 20 sec, 18" from paper.
Circe continues to shit on my darkroom floor(Circe is
our cat.). Why? Why me? I*ve heard of a cat and dog
psychaiatrist who can cure such things. Cat psychaiatrists???
It looks like Circe is going to be spending alot more time outdoors!
March 27,
A week and a half after I began replacing the brake
shoes on my car and it is finally fixed. The major obstacle
was a faulty emergency-brake cable. Well, I have decided
to let the mechanic do his mechanics on my car. I will
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do photography, not auto mechanics!
I have become aware lately of the problem of poor
craftsmanship in what is being manufactured today. First,
the brake shoes were wrongly sized, radiator hoses wrong
diameters (than what was indicated), a new caluclaor disfunctional,
etc., etc. I would prefer not to have to buy anything from
these 'craftsmen' who are inept!!
Roger Baumann is due here Monday evening. He has a
new-used V.W. Bus. We will be driving Eva's furniture to
N.Y.C. on Tuesday. Must return to Rochester to teach
Thursday night Co-op photography class. Have planned to
show Adams and Weston films for the class in 3030 at RIT for
that night. .. .and also a tour of the Photo Facilities here.
Film-paper testing is slow. Am waiting for paper
order. Kodak is another whose products have deteriorated.
Or, at least their capability as a dependable supplier has
vanished. Now that photography has become elitist Kodak,also,
has become elitist and ignores the worker who needs supplies!
Snow this past week the last week in March!!
What are the benefits of living in Rochester? It is a
large, dirty, dangerous & crime laden CITY from Lake Ontario
to Henrietta which was a very poorly planned place to have
people live in. It is a bad place to get stuck in. . . .and
I pity the ones who do.
Thursday, April 10,
Roger arrived one day last week with his new-used
V.W. Bus to drive Eva's furniture to N.Y.C.
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The drive through the Catskills was beautiful. Did
not bring camera because I knew I would be returning by train....
and I don*t trust them with my equipment. The low, clear
light skimming off the mountaintops and illuminating a birch
grove in a dark valley. The air is always sweet and crisp,
even in summer, in the northwestern Catskills.
A few days before we left for N.Y.C. I began jogging
again. Thinking that my lung illness had cleared up, I
ran for two days and wound up coughing my lungs out again! !
Feeling as I did at the outset of my pnemonia in October
of 1979, I returned to the*doctor' at the infirmary at RIT.
She listened and looked and sent me for more radiation.
The stupid assistant placed me wrong so I had to get
* dosed*
again. To the integrity of the medical profession:
The radiologist must have found out that I still owed for
the last visit because he told me after looking at the 'pictures*'
that I was just as bffcd as the November pictures were. Yes,
I was worried and beginning to get depressed about the whole
situation. I wound up seeing a Pulmonary specialist at
Rochester General Hospital and the verdict was: My lungs were
not the same as in November! According to the specialist
they had improved greatly and appeared to be healthy and
normal. After some tests of which I will hear the results of
tomorrow the doctor said that I probably had an allergic
reaction to something. The problem, overall, is not serious
which relieves me greatly. I have difficulty making photo
graphs or working at anything in general when I am
worried or depressed as this.
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Last night David Heath presented his work to a small
group of Photography students in the CCE building.
He appears to use various mediums to let out his
bad* feelings so he will not let those feelings out
physically. For example, his hatred for women because his
mother left him when he was four years old....which could
become a serious ptoblem if he 'let this out' physically. So,
in a sense that it is 'good for society', he creates these
pornographic-like, SX-70 constructions.
Jackie G. was seriously offended by some nudes (from
Penthouse or Playboy) . ..but nothing too pornographic. She
gave the impression that sex is dirty and that being without
clothes is sick. (Should I have continued in Psychology? Help
me Sigmund! )
Mr. Heath's work, "Ars Moriendi A
Masque" is presented
as a slide show. It consists primarily of pages out of his
journal* a very personal image bank. An accumulation of
visuals and words which are, in some way, special to him.
Some were humorous photo-booth pictures juxtaposed with
classical religious (Giotto, Titian, etc.)works God-lights,
auras, h&los and all. It was of course very personal and to
me only communicated through the humor, which in itself was
individually seen(no crowd guffaws or 'belly laughs'). Over
all Heath talked too much for a declared 'visual person', an
unnecessary waste of time... and he didn't know where or
when to stop.
My notes, during the lecture were:
1. Photography should parallel to music rather than to
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painting. The notes( tones) or compositions need not be new
and original to evoke an emotional response.
2. My relationship with nature deals with my belief
that we, as human beings, should learn(re*leam)how to
survive on Earth one-to-one with nature... no middleman(ie.
supermarkets, mechanics, oil companies) . To become physically
and spiritually self-sufficient.
It has been. quite warm these last few days (70F!)so I
got out with the camera. Before I left the sight of light
spilling over a laundry basket and a chair in my room
tempted an exposure. Testing my new reciprocity chart and
following meter indications religiously and developed
according to my pre-established plan I got it the way I saw
it! Saw and predicted.
Drove down towards Scottsville and took some side roads
going towards the river. Found a tree there alone in a
hayfield. It was very windy so I gave it two short exposures
instead of one long one. I was hoping that the subtltey of
a ghost would not appear gimmicky as my intentions would
seem to be.
Wednesday, April 16,
Went to Ithaca to see Glen & Deb this past weekend. I
used the excuse that it would be a photographic trip to
justify the expense. With gasoline now at $1.25 a gallon, it
doesn't take long to burn a twenty dollar bill.
It was good seeing them. Their half-finished kitchen
tempted an exposure after breakfast on Sunday. It will be a
document* of their place in progress, if anything.
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Up all night Friday so Kathy and I were pretty well
exhausted on Saturday.
Glen delivers the Ithaca Journal every morning in my old
V.W. (that I sold to him a few months ago). It happened
Saturday morning that it stalled and we (Kathy, Deb, and I)were
awakened after an hour's rest by their neighbor. . .they didn't
have their own phone in yet... and went to pick him up and
deliver the rest of the papers.
Their plans for their house will surely make it beautiful,
if they ever get it done they way they want it.
Kathy and I took a leisurely ride back late Saturday
afternoon. We stopped along the way to photograph an old
pine tree before Trumansburg> and an old, overgrown apple
tree in an orchard overrun with tall grass. Two exquisite
writhing, twisting and painful forms. I feel better about the
latter as a photograph, the former as a tree.
April 25,
Finally got an hour to write. Went out shooting this
past week up at the Lake. Took the Ontario State Parkway,
west. Tried some backroads and found an old cornerib that
looked like Rochester's homage to Stonehendge. Almost
a religious structure. If I were an alien coming upon this
construct I would surely think it sacred ground. The moon
was rising oxer the crib but from the
'wrong' directiontrees
obstructed the clear sky. Facing the lake was the only answer-
The thought of typing this journal depresses me.
Kathy and I spent last weekend at her parent's house in
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Geneseo. Relatives present, we tripped to Letchworth State
Park. Made a 'family portrait* there. Too many people and
motorcycle gangs. It was the first warm weekend of the year.
I had never been through the whole park before. .. .beautiful
gorges*...but dangerous. Made one exposure in Nunda .... camera
movement! !
One exposure and 80 miles later up at Lake Ontario
yesterday. More trees and well -manicured lawns at this park,
but no people.
First there is a film supply scare(due to rising silver
prices). Then, paper is scarce. Now developer is almost
impossible to getUlThanks to our wonderful unions and their
strikes.
Steve S. just called. Paper is *in'! But at vtwice jthe
price it was two months ago! Maybe Xerography is the way?
Thursday, May 1,
Met with Guenther and Jim yesterday afternoon. It was
interesting to hear the two different points of view.
Guenther, seeing photographs everyday and Jim, only
occasionally seeing photographic work. I saw them indiv
idually. Guenther, of course had some problems with the
work and maybe its lack of a stylistic or identifiable
direction. Through our discussions I discovered that my
work sometimes deals with interior spaces (personal spaces)
versus external (landscape) impersonal spaces, or places.
The 'external landscapes', to me, deals more with
forms or shapes, as opposed to a concern for light (or a
particular character of light) which is more prevalent in the
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The * interiors* are easier to make. Light remains
fairly consistent which lets me take my time in calculating
exposure and development. With * exteriors', I have to work
quickly :
Just a half-hour ago I loaded up the car with camera
and film to photograph a tree twisting around a weather-beaten
porch. When I got there it was only two blocks away I took
out the camera and walked up to the side door and rang the
belKyou can't say I didn' try!). There was no answer
so I proceeded to set up in the driveway. Well, just as
I was focusing on the glass I saw through the camera the
front door open and an elderly lady mouthing something which
I could not hear under the focusing cloth. I immediately
walked up to her and tried explaining that I was a student and
that I was making a photograph for non-profit reasons. Strangely,
she apparently thought I was stealing something(I) of hers.
I tried to calm her but she said that I couldn't do this and
that she was going to call the police to complain about me!!
When she disappeard inside to use the telephone I hurridly
packed up my stuff and started to leave. Visions of a solid
maple rolling pin or frying pan coming towards my beloved
Goerz lens helped me to pack up faster than I ever thought
was possible. I got in my car and drove home. So much for
exterior landscapes' today!
Back to the meetings:
Guenther breezed through the prints, stopping occasion
ally to dissect the imagery (where Jim dissects composition and
its relationships).
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The interiors relates more to my personal life rather
than the haphazard results of my shooting trips.
The trips are an attempt to find a place that appeals
intensely to my visual sense a Yosemite or personal Point
Lobos.
Opening reception at the Pyramid Gallery last night was
enlightening. .. .especially Elizabeth's work. Her vision is
uncluttered and her photographs glow. I believe she has
found her medium. Beautiful. I must aquire one of her
new prints.
News!! I might have an Assistantship! Steve Diehl, an
aquaintance of the Plattsburgh and Lake Placid bunch, needs
an assistant for the BFA Summer Transfer course. He lives near
Governeur, N.Y. and have arranged to see him next Tuesday
or Wednesday to be interviewed' . It appears to be 'in
the bag'...not definite yet ... pending approval by Admin
istration. Will be sharing the job with Steve Piper!
Friday, May 2,
Two photographs (maybe more?) the Hallway and my Bedroom?
Photographing the tight rope? The space in-between? The
Twilight Zone? Shows edges of two different realities and
expands that line... that dividing line. .. .in-between extremes(?)
Eight negatives yesterday. All look fine. One of
backyard tree may be descriptive of that tree...after
two years of looking at it. Footstool is light.
Have become more aware of light and its quality.
Am meeting with Denise Birchell this morning to show
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eachother our work. She has established a fine relationship
with Eva... they are good for eachother.
May 23,
Last weekend: Drove to Antwerp and met with Steve Diehl.
Gave me the job pending approval. Continued to Plattsburgh.
Saw Tom, Judy, and the rest. Had a thought of doing a Zone
System Workshop there, including the Lake Placid School of,-Art
Photography department. They liked the idea and hired me
to do one for Plattsburgh State in the Fall of this year. Ed,
the new Gallery Director there is giving me a one-person
show in the Rockwell Kent Gallery in conjunction with the
workshop. I will also be getting an Honorarium to speak
to the undergraduates about my work and my experiences
in Graduate School. I have become a celebrity there!
A few days later: Signed the contract for the Summer
Assistantship. .. .$2,000! ! for 10 weeks. I seem to hit it when
thingfclook their bleakest (financially, that is.).
Back in Plattsburgh: The night I arrived a Marcus
Pincus Whitten spoke on "conceptual photography". I sat
through his complaints and distasts for 'connoisseurship'
photography. . .yet later I found out that that is how he makes
his living... he is an art dealer ( snake-in-the-grass, might
be a better term) specializing in sales of classical 'connoisseur-like'
photographs (from Fox Talbot to Ansel Adams). I walked out
of his lecture. I dislike critics, especially ones who
are dishonest fools who will never know anything about
art or photography because they do not create anything! Leeches!!
Arrghini!!!!
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Have been working, but slowly. I think that if I would
produce more, in a shorter period of time, no doubt my
technique would improve, but I don't feel that I could digest
what I see. The difference between walking and driving a
distance. The faster we pass the less we see.
The things I photograph contains the proof that I
existed at that place at that moment. .. .although I do not
thrive on that kind of justification, or verification, for
my reality. The photograph becomes for me sometimes visual
notes.
I have become quite overweight since I quit smoking over
seven months ago! I'am normally around 130 pounds but have
been pushing 145 recently.
It is strangely hazy today. I heard that the haze is
a result of the volcanic eruptions at Mt. Saint Helens in
Washington State. Not a cloud in the sky, but quite hazy....
strange .
Was up at the lake (Ontario) yesterday, near Seabreeze.
Found some nice spots at the shore. Made four negatives.
The building seemed to risky ( rickety) to enter so I stood off
and made two negatives. I feel good about them.
Parents arrive tomorrow morning for xrGraduation. It
is only a silly
formalityI really don't graduate until I
complete the requirements for my thesis.
Am leaving for Roger & Karen
Baumann' s house in
Peekskill, N.Y. for the week to house-sit while they are away
at Cape Cod. It will be nice to be alone for a week to think
and do some work uninterrupted*
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May 26,
I am at Roger's. It is 11:30 p.m. and have already made
at least $20. worth of telephone calls. Roger called from
Rhode Island the minute I walked in. Karen had left some
baked Eggplant Parmigiana in the fridge for me. .. .fantastic. .
Called Eva. She has the most hectic life! Her father is having
prostate trouble(at 92 years old!) and his 32 year old
girlfriend is sleeping with him in his bed at the hospital
in New York! Eva, her mother, or her now-famous brother John
are not allowed into the hospital room to see him! She
was furious! Also, she, Eva, had been receiving some N.Y.C.
style obscene phone calls before I had called... she was
quite a nervous wreck....She told me that she broke down
crying while buying bras in Macys today. And I am supposed
to show her my prints tomorrow? Oye Vey!
....The rubberstamp for Eva is made...Karen had it
made and it was waiting on the counter when I arrived. I
hope the suprise will cool Eva's troubles.
June 6,
Brought my parents to Eastman House when they visited.
One particular reaction to some 'contemporary* photographers was
that they liked them because they (the photographs) looked like
the mistakes they were always making with their camera! Maybe
contemporary photography is not elitist after all.... it
does relate to the common, everyday peoples. But now
my parents are creating great works of art whenever they
use a camera! Or, at least they feel their work should be in
the Eastman House too!
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June 12,
I have been neglecting this journal. Maybe Guenther is
right to bug me to 'get to it!*.
I eventually managed to see Eva in N.Y.C. Family
troubles still abounded, but we managed to get some wine in
us and gloat over my sober prints. She liked a couple of
the older ones and some soft portraits, but I knew it was
a bad time to be showing her any work at all.
Have been working with Steve Piper and the Summer Transfer
students. I think if it weren't for his sense of humor and
some good laughs that the work would not be getting done
as easily as it isAnn(Brandeis)has said a few times that
she enjoys our craziness. . . .it helps keep things sane.
I never did get to the galleries in N.Y.C. when I
was there on the last trip. Kathy and I are leaving for
there Saturday(6/14) . She managed to get us tickets to the
Picasso Retrospective at the Museum of Modern Art for this
Tuesday.
Processed and proofed the N.Y.C. trip exposures from
last month. One out of 18 excites me (the odds had better
improve if I am to show in September! ) . Although the
negative is perfectly exposed and developed I hope it is not
that aspect of its beauty which causes it to appeal to me.
I think I have a good ten prints worthy of thesis work.
July 1,
I have been getting up at 5 a.m.!! Three days last week
I was out of the house by 5 :30 a.m. and shooting. It is
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5:45 now and the reason I am here in the kitchen is because
I ran out of gas on my way home from RIT. Kathy rescued me
and between the both of us we managed to get $1.40 's worth
into the tank...which is not enough to cruise around with.
I have been thinking that a place, a special place to
photograph everyday would be nice to have at this point.
The birds are on the radio this morning(on WXXI at 6: a.m.)
and it is strange to hear them simultaneously outside, in
reality, and through the electronics of a radio. I turned
off the radio and listened to the real thing.
While in N.Y.C. we had purchased some six-year-old
Columbian coffee which I am drinking now.
Summer Transfer class is going well. Brian, our
student with the biggest ego, has begun to self-critique his
work. Maybe he would like to give himself a grade, too?
I wonder why he pays money to go to school if he already
knows everything? Ah, what would the world be like if there
were no fools in it?
Kathy is still very unhappy with her job and life. I try
to suggest alternatives but no.
I have decided that July will be my last month of
shooting for the thesis exhibit. I will really need August
(at least one month) to print the negatives. I feel that the
work I have done in the last two years, here at RIT, are valid
in the thesis. They are definite responses to environment,
situations, people, etc. And I feel comfortable with many.
Showed prints to Owen yesterday. We disagreed on a few i\
and I seriously considered the ones he pulled from
my' discard'
pile
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He is great in that he picks out prints sometimes that I
totally overlook or discard when they could well have some
value.
Michael Flecky got back from North -Africa few days
ago. I saw him yesterday filling his jugs at Chem Mix. He
appeared a little taller and heavier but looked much happier
since he left school for the trip. 200 rolls of film! That
is what he shot on the trip. That is what I would call
overshooting! I wonder if his camera was ever taken down
from his eye during the whole trip?
Notes on N.Y.C. trip: Exhausting. but enlightening. Picasso
exhibit was monumental and too much to take in at one time.
The whole Museum of Modern Art...all 4 floors including
stairwells was filled with only Picasso's work! Three or
four visits would have been better to take it all in, but
of course we just had that one day. The photography
exhibits in Soho were amateuristic at best. Execution,
including technique and presentation was poor, no. .terrible!
Missed some uptown shows....but not much.
July 15,
I .have been rying\ fast
ing^to'
get baei to my normal
weight. I've been consuming too much.
The Assistantship is improving slowly. Ann is gone. It
is a rough change to Steve Diehl. He is quite regimented and
concerned with the
'legalities* of the* job' of teaching.
It is sad but, he is a nine to fiver. The students lose.
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It is hot! I The rest of the country is in a heat wave
while we in Rochester are cool at 93F! And the lake manages
to supply enough humidity to make it almost unbearable
ahhh....to be in air-conditioned New York City.
Roger called last week. He has lined up an interview
with a gallery owner in Westchester for a possible show.
Finally wrote a resume. It feels strange writing these
things down. It was like I was writing my Will or something like
that.
Am having difficulty seeing my work. Am I too close
to it?
Joe Solan's wife, Jeri(?)gave birth today to a girl.
Katie, at about 12:30 a.m. I knew it seemed kind of strange
that Joe was wheeling Colin(his son)around school without
Jeri there.
July 16,
Today was long. I just got home.. .it is 11:30 p.m.
I am relieved that the difficulties in working with
Steve Diehl have been resolved. . .at least partially, anyway.
Grades were given back today for the first assignment and
there were a number of people very angry because they had
worked very hard and only received a
"C"
or
" I" ( incomplete ) .
A "C" was given because the student's proof sheets were not
spotted! ! ! ! An Incomplete was given if the student did not
put his/her signature on the print! ! ! And so they came to us
Steve P. and I. Independently of eachother and unaware of
eachother's actions, we both spoke to him(S.D.). I found it
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difficult to understand his lack of compassion for the
students, and asked him to loosen-up -with them. I dislike
having to do things like that. . .especially to someone who
gave me a job. Steve P., about a half-hour later approached
S.D. and in a sense told him the same thing except that he
added that he thought he(S.D.) was also being'rather curt'
with the students and that they were offended by it.
By the end of the evening his attitude had loosened some
and I was getting more positive reactions from the students.
It was rewarding to make a suggestion and see the results
of it so soon. ..hoping that it is not temporary. We, Steve P.
and I later went back to our office and talked for a while
about the * good-old-days' when we were working with Ann.
August 14,
Looking back its hard to believe that a month has
passed since my last entry. I have been busy.
The Assistantship ended this past Friday(and S.D. was
gone at exactly 5 p.m. the moment his contract expired!).
I have been to Gratwick's and I am in love with the
place!! Remembering what I had told Guenther that if I
found a town in Maine, or somewhere, and if I took a photo
graphic fancy to it, that I would persue it. Well, I did!!!
The first time at Gratwick's, after a two-year absence,
I had seen things in such a totally different
'light' than
when I was first there three years ago. The simplicity,
stability, and organic strength of Bill G's sculptures
were quite inspiring. And his sculptures were everywhere.
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A twisted tree branch nailed to a pedestal, a collection
and arrangement of stones (carved or natural) near the Dwarf
Village... to be there is magic. I feel that I am 'un-hungup'
about what I photograph there. There is no trite or overdone,
or tricky things there to expose my film to. So, the first
trip back was a revelation. . .a wonderful time. And breathing
the country air was exhilarating. And the quiet. That was
three weeks ago.
Two weeks ago I went back again and made 24 new negatives*
almost all of which I am very pleased with.
'Seeing' was
stronger, more positive and more productive. I didn't want to
leave. Glen H. was with me this second time and I think he
felt the way I did about the place.
The third time, this time with Steve Piper (who was
using a 4 X 5 ! ! ! ) . He remarked about how difficult it was
to slow down his technique with the 4X5.
Anyway, this third time I finally got inside the Big House.
It was inspiring to leaf through some old Aperture issues
(1958-
1959) which were strewn on some tables inside. I felt something
very strong and powerful in that house and managed to make
a number of negatives there. Downstairs an andiron was draped
in a glowing plastic which appeared to radiate its own light
from within. At times I felt I was trespassing through
someone elses lifetime artifacts.
I photographed that day until the light got too low to
make another exposure. I must return. I know I have only
scratched the surface.
Incidentalgot a letter from Bill Crosby the other day
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confirming the dates for my show and workshop in Plattsburgh.
They are November 3 to the 23 in the Rockwell Kent Gallery....
reception and press release notices enclosed.
Monday, September 1,
Have been continuing visits to Bill Gratwick's. The newer
negatives, I think, reveal a refinement of seeing there. It
looks like I am separating out individual objects rather than
environmental scenes.
We, Kathy and I have until November 1. We have to leave
37 Bradburn Street. .. .the house has (almost) been sold! I
feel bad leaving this big, comfortable (and cheap rent) house.
It's taken nearly two years, but I'm feeling very much at
home here and really don't want to leave.
Have applied for a teaching position in Baltimore,
Maryland and for a Fellowship in Australia. I'll consider
myself very luck if I receive either situation.
It is very frustrating not having access to my MFA
darkroom at RIT. It is discouraging not to be considered
when graduate thesis work is in progress. SBAS appears
to be more concerned with buffing floors than with the needs
of its students .... to be locked out of the MFA darkroom
area for two weeks( three weeks total) is an insult to
me (and the rest of the MFA community)and my committment to
photography.
Still no job since the Assistantship ended in August.
My last paycheck arrived last week. It paid for September's
rent and left me a couple of dollars for gasoline.
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Ron Talbott had a small gathering last night. Steve Piper
and I played Beatle songs on our guitars until everyone
couldn't stand it anymore and left!
My neighbor just called and would like some portraits
done of her daughter. Formal studio shots for Kodak ads.
It's nice to know that my work is finding me(a little of it
anyway). This kind of thing has happened before. It seems
that when I am at my lowest and poorest financial states. . .jobs
or money seems to seek me out (at least, thats the way it appears! )
The 'proposal' for the Australian Fellowship application
concerns landscape and culture relationships. . .and in
two paragraphs in a half-hour. . .not like this thesis proposal,
huh?
The body of work is turning out to be ala Gratwick! The
other day I arrived there late and made a dozen exposures
the last one lasting 30 minutes (of one of the garden entrances).
A tunnel had been bored through the overgrowth of weeds to
reveal a magical entrance to what appeard to be an enchanted
garden. It required massive overdevelopment to compensate
for the low, flat light condidtions. The negative reveals
it beautifully but is slightly thin. It might be difficult
to print because of that but not having the opportunity
to print since the lockout I will not know until those
little chastity belts are removed from those locks.
September 9,
Spent yesterday at
Gratwick* s. There was an Ansel Adams
sky overhead all day and it was just warm enough to take a
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swim at the end of the day.
Photographing the pool, wall, and sky (I couldn't resist)
with the yellow filter was easy. I even waited for the
clouds to position themselves just where I wanted them.
Unencumbered by thematic guidelines, doing clouds, rocks and
other' cliche' subjects feels good* that I have the freedom
to do anything I feel at the moment without feeling embarrased
about looking at the sky or other 'natural' things. I
hope I will never take natural beauty for granted.
In succession I spoke to Jim, Guenther, and Owen. Jim
and Guenther on Thursday and Owen today just briefly.
Jim appeared to feel confident that I was in control
of the situation that I was working towards the experience of
the thesis show. Although he had doubts that I would be
ready by September 27, I felt that once the images and
arrangement had been decided upon and fine printed, and
framed, that 3 weeks would be tight but enough. Guenther,
on the other hand was a bit more cautious. My main objection
was whenever he referred to the show he did so in the plural:
Our show! , Will we make it?, We are putting on this show.
His wisdom and assistance (for which I would be 'having a most
difficult time without) is invaluable, but dammit, it's my
show! !
O.K., here are the dates: October 25 to the 31 for
Howard Goodman's Thesis Exhibition!!! Changed from September
27 because all the Board felt that I would be better off
without the pressure of such an early date. At this point
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I would like to have it all over with(who me, nervous?). Yes,
the experience of the exhibit will be a better one if some
time is taken to do it right.
Kathy brought home from work(the University of Rochester
Bookstore)a new Tom Robbins book! It looks great! Still
Life With Woodpecker A Kind of a Love Story. There is a
quote in the front which seems appropriate to these pictures
of mine and I am thinking of using it (or part of it) in the
show somewhere:
You don't need to leave your room.
Remain sitting at your table and listen.
Don't even listen, simply wait.
Don't even wait.
Be quite still and solitary.
The world will freely offer itself to you
To be unmasked, it has no choice.
Franz Kafka
Also:
Here should be a picture of my favorite apple
It is also a nude & bottle
It is also a landscape
There are no such things as still lifes.
Erica Jong
"Still Life With Woodpecker is sort of a love story
that takes place inside a pack of Camel cigarettes.
It reveals the purpose of the moon, explains the difference
between criminals and outlaws, examines the conflict
between social activism and romantic individualism, and
paints a portrait of contemporary society that includes
powerful Arabs, exiled royalty, and pregnant cheerleaders.
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It also deals with the problem of redheads."
From page 118:
"Who knows how to make love stay?
1. Tell love you are going to Junior's Deli on
Flatbush Avenue in Brooklyn to pick up a cheesecake,
and if love stays, it can have half. It will stay.
2. Tell love you want a momento of it and obtain a
lock of its hair. Burn the hair in a dime-store
incense burner with yin/yang symbols on three sides.
Face Southwest. Talk fast over the burning hair in
a convincingly exotic language. Remove the ashes
of the burnt hair and use them to paint a mustache
on your face. Find love. Tell it you are someone
new. It will stay.
3. Wake love up in the middle of the night. Tell it
the world is on fire. Dash to the bedroom window
and pee out of it. Casually return to bed and assure
love that everything is going to be all right. Fall
asleep. Love will be there in the morning."
Monday, September 15,
I am broke! Luckily rent isn't due until the 15th of
next month. Maybe my new poverty will push me towards a
more stable and constant income?
Kathy and I have gone over the thesis photographs again and
again, making sure of sequence and presentation to elicit
the strongest possible performance/exhibit. I am
having trouble convincing the thesis board of what I am
trying to accomplish and I have a feeling that they will not
know that until it (the show) is accomplished. What I
am trying to come close to is the feeling that a Beatle song
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gives me when I hear it.
It seems like a long time ago that I read Ben Shahn's
book The Shape of Content. I sometimes feel that I must
explain, as Shahn, to my teachers, what I am trying to
achieve in my workwhich is by no means finished, resolved,
or definitive of what purpose there is to my life and work.
It is sad, but Charlie Arnold is no longer MFA faculty.
He was the only one who placed strong emphasis on
"playing"
and artistic search in creative action. He is not leaving,
but it is sad that the new MFA students won't be able to
benefit from him in, a way that I(and my class)did.
I heard yesterday that Eva* s father broke his hip! She
must be going insane from the complications of such an ordeal.
I wish I could help her out in some way but that is highly
impractical .
It is Autumn or close to it . The neighborhood kids are
finally in school and the quiet between 8 a.m. and 3 p.m.
is a relief. The mornings are crisp, almost cold. It is 3: 30
p.m. now and sitting out on the back porch in the shade is
getting chilly.
September 16,
Purpose a positive visual experience which emulates
life.... or the improvement of the quality of life.
September 18,
Started fine printing today. Goal was four prints
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per day but three per became the reality. Its been a while
since I've made this many fine prints at one time. It has
been 'proof print' for so long that finally getting-to-it
is a real joy... to work with a negative.
Working at Mel Simon's last summer made me impatient
and 'slapping out' prints which were 'passable* was quite
detrimental to my printing techniques. I have to re-learn
much of what used to be second nature.
September 24,
Meeting today in the Sculpture studio in the Art School
payed off. I wanted to get out of that sterile environment
of the Photo School and smell some sawdust. By the end of
the meeting everyone voiced their satisfaction and relief
and admitted a feeling of validity towards the work. Showed
16 matted prints, and chose 12 or 13 as definite 'yesses*
for the show. I was glad to see that 3 of the early prints
that were eliminated they happened to be the three most
difficult to print!
September 25,
Saw Eva*s slide-tape of her early work today in the
library. Some nice things from it:
"What was really happening at the time the photograph
was being made is irrelevent to whatever meaning it
may have for someone
else."
"In many photographs that work mystery is a necessary
tension between the existential reality and the final
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ambivilence of the image. If it has no mystery, and
no ambivilence, then it is eventually less
interesting."
"It is marvelous for me to be able to express myself
in a way that, perhaps, could become meaningful to
someone
else."
"I make a picture for myself and yet the fact
that I print it and show it means that I feel it
can have some meaning for other people as
well."
"I think that all of one's work, cumulatively, is
a self-portrait. But sometimes it takes a while to see it
or even admit it it's not always flattering or happy."
"If a house or building is a symbol for the self,
dreams, then photographing such places can be infinitely
personal and even revealing sometimes perhaps more than
one
intends."
"What I try to photograph (when photographing a place)
is my relationship to that place just as when I'm
photographing a
person."
"Yes, I think I do learn much about myself through
my photographs, but only later, and sometimes through
other people's
eyes."
October 22,
All is printed, matted, framed, and ready to hang. The
show goes up this Friday. The reception is Saturday night,
October 25, at 8 p.m. Have shown all to Owen, Guenther, and
Jim and they are pleased. Their only question was on the
finish on the frames. They are all simple corner moulding,
mitred, glued, and stained a light pine stain. They needed
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a lustre like oil or waxing. .. .which I will do...but later,
after the show.
Charles Wax saw the show early. He said that I fufilled
his expectations of the work I would accomplish for my thesis
and he was somewhat impressed by it.
Its hard to believe, but it will soon be all over. I
re-read from book I of this journal (of which I saw no need to
differenciate from book II in this report). I sure am a
complainer, and stubborn!!! But then, as Owen told me today.
If it were not for ray stubbornness I would have not made these
pictures the way I did.
Crosby from Plattsburgh called yesterday and wanted
some information for press releases for the show there. Also,
they have raised some money to purchase three of my prints!!
Have applied for teaching jobs in Maryland and Missouri (I
thought I'd be different and start with the M's!). Also,
received a letter from Australia confirming my application
to their Fellowship. So far that sounds the most promising.
Roger cannot come to the reception! Had to work. Jean will
try to come up from New Jersey. Eric has Hepititis..I
hope he doesn't come!
Got a letter from Marty Wolin, editor of Portfolio Magazine,
Said that he expects the next issue.. .the one I'm in. ..by
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early November. He has moved the whole publication to
Redlands, California where is is presently employed by
Lockheed making passport photos for $20,000 a year! It
has been over a year since I submitted the work and manuscript.
I feel bad that I have (they have)held Charlie Arnold's and
Ron Talbott's work that long.
October 27,
Reception was Saturday night and it was great. Steve
Piper helped out with setting the whole affair up....and
his Beatle records came in handy.
It was sort of difficult to take all the compliments from the
half and full drunk reviewers. I was particularly glad
that Linda Mcausland came. It was partially her work, her
thesis work in particular, that helped me to gather my courage
to begin my thesis. I am also releived that she may now
pick out the two prints I owe her in exchange for the two
I chose from her show.
Kathy and I had planned it almost just right. Four
gallons of wine, eight boxes of crackers, a small wheel of
Cheddar, three sticks of Monterey Jack Jalepeno Pepper
cheese, four bottles of Coke, and two gallons of fresh
apple cider from Scio's in Retsof. ..thanks to Ed & Audrey Ritter
for the wine & cider. Everything was fine except that all
of our friends that we expected for the weekend didn't show
up. It went until about 3 a.m. when even the Beatles Second
Album was not enough to keep us on our feet.
Sunday was spent as I promised to myselfbagels and
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cream cheese, the Sunday New York Times, and cheap Sunday after
noon movies on the tube. Did I deserve it? I'll let you
decide.
Sunday evening Bob and his wife (Bob drew out the Japanese
character for "life" which I had made into a rubber stamp for
Eva) came over to see Eva's print with the stamp imprinted
on the back side of the mat. They stayed until about 7 p.m.
It .is strange having older people as friends he is about
60 and she near 40, although neither Kathy or I felt our
age differences to be a concern that was the strange thing
about it... it didn't make any difference to us what age they
were... they could have been 16 or 14o...they are good people.
(The main reason why Bob drew out the Japanese character for me
is because he is a master of Asian languages who recently
lost his position at Stanford U. for lack of government
grant money . )
Today I saw Owen upon my arrival at school and he asked
if I would speak to one of his undergraduate classes in the
afternoon. I nervously accepted. I was a little shakey
at first but they asked many good questions which I became
at ease with in my answers. It is hard translating a visual
language into a verbal language, especially when the visual
is based on emotional or intimate experiences.
The 'lesson' centered on the advantages of using one lens,
one developer, one paper, etc....which some in the class
had difficulty accepting. Yes, I miss alot by not having
a wide-angle lens or a 35 mm camera slung on my shoulder, but
as ray Blackfoot Indian friend once told me : "Life is a bunch of
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sacrifices; you sacrifice one thing to get another". The
decisions involved in choosing those ' one ' things ( camera , lens,
etc.) became a process of elimination towards a goal of
simplification of tools, processes, and way of living or
life. I think they got something from my point of view on
that (I hope). It was encouraging to see Russell Krause, the
Dean, walk in just as I was beginning the discussion. His
involvement and visibility is reassuring when he shows
up at various MFA functions.
Strange, but one of the quotes I posted with the show is
missing. Is my concern for the security of the prints themselves
unjustified? Nevertheless, I am now concerned for them not
'walking* away. They should have insurance for this gallery!!
The Sharing is at 2:30 p.m. in the gallery. I hope it goes
as well as Owen's class did.
In the Documentation Section I have included notes which
were taken by Julie Gelfand at the gallery talk with Owen's
class. The notes were intended as, an aid for the deaf
students from NTID who were enrolled in the class.
Jim Conlin just called to make sure I got my darkroom
key and asked if I could bring the MFA book, A Moment Of Vision
to Plattsburgh when I went there to hang the thesis show
next week.
October 29,
Had met with Brad Hindson's class on Tuesday in the
gallery to discuss my work with his class, also. He had
some good comments and criticism. ..the worst being concerned with
the cliche of the traditional photographic subject matter.
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My reply was that I had made a decision not to let that
bother me while photographing- -not to let art history
shape my work.
Got my first real rejection letter today from the Mary
land School of Art. No word yet on the Australian grant.
So far I 'owe' prints to: Tom Iten, Janie Stevens, Linda
Mcausland, Bill Gratwick, Helen Obermeyer, Mark B. and John J.,
the Ritters, Steve Piper, Owen, and Gunther.
October 30,
The Sharing began at about 2:30 p.m. Present were
Gunther, Owen, Jim Thomas, Charles Wax, Elizabeth Motlow,
Anthony Guiduice, Jackie Gentile, and Dr. Zakia. I think that
one mistake was not tape recording the sharing.
The pot of coffee helped to contribute to the relaxed
atmosphere.
Gunther began by asking if it were possible to have Dr.
Zakia attend the Sharing, (He arrived late) considering his
position and responsibility as coordinator of the MFA program.
Gunther also said how rough the thesis sharings were at the
Visual Studies Workshop as compared to RIT's. At VSW
the candidate truly must defend his/her thesis, at RIT
it is more like a in-depth and extended critique of the work.
Somewhere during the Sharing, Gunther mentioned how surprised
and pleased he was with the outcome of the struggles we had
earlier while the work was in progress. He said that "the
work had come together very well?; Owen then began by also
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complimenting me on my success and began to go into his
reasons why he thought the show was successful. Basically,
he said that it didn't matter what was photographed. That
is, the subject or place was insignifigant as compared to
the importance or feeling that the photographs communicated...
somewhat, a degree of the intensity of the emotional
experience when the negative was exposed was communicated.
This was very pleasing to hear because that was, in part,
my intent for the work and show.
The discussion somehow became about Wynn Bullock and
why he did not attain the popularity that Weston had reached.
The talk then wandered to the problem Tony(Anthony)was
having with one of the photographs: the 'two mirrors'.
He felt that the subjects were too incongruous to be together
in the picture; that their functions were too conflicting
to co-exist simultaneously. Owen then mentioned that he
believed that Tony's point of view was a possible result
of his discussions with Charles Werberig(a member of his
thesis board) . He said that his arguments did not apply
because they were not his own. Someone then mentioned that
if it were not for t&e stubbornness of my character that these
pictures would not have come about. If I am 'responsible'
for a particular photograph it must be exactly the way
I want it to be, or exactly the way I perceive it (as best
as possible. An example of this would be the 5 pounds of
thesis proposals I had written befoa submitting the one
I was most comfortable with) .
Jim Thomas then arrived and the discussion shifted to
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him and something I had mentioned as he sat down. I said that
I would like to, or hope to create a photograph that sticks out
its foot and trips you as you walk by it: to change your
day or thinking in some way. At that point Jim broke in
and said that just the night before Joyce Carol Oates said
something very similar while speaking on her writings at
Brockport State. Jim paralleled the variety of my imagery
with the variety of
Oates* experiences in her literary
imagery. Oates* everyday life was the source for her
creative literary imagery.
Someone mentioned that the point of view of the
photographs was also very stubborn, or determined. For some
reason that made me think of how Carlos Casteneda found the
right spot on Don Juan's porch to sleep on. The perfect spot.
The only spot. To me, the photographs could have only been
made from a particular spot... not an inch or foot from it.
Upon viewing a number of negatives made at a particular
location, I realized that the ones which weren't
'right'
were not made from the best possible point of view. . .as
the one which was successful was.
I related the story that Melanie Walker told me a few
years ago about Wynn Bullock and his experience at the time
of his friend, Edward Weston's death:
The day after Weston died his sons had the body creamated
and were planning to fulfull their father's wishes by scatter
ing his ashes on his favorite beach at Point Lobos. Point
Lobos had become a National Park by that time and it was
illegal to scatter someone's ashes in a park. The utmost
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care was taken by his sons to preserve the secrecy of their
plans. They told no one.
It was the day after his death at about 12 or 1 a.m. when
Wynn Bullock got out of bed and felt compelled to drive to
the Weston house at Wildcat Hill. He started from San Fran-
sisco and arrived just at dawn the next morning, still
in his pajamas. He got out of his car and walked to the
top of a rise which overlooked a beach and the ocean. And
what he wittnessed was Edwardis sons scattering their father's
ashes on the beach below him.
You look at their photographs (Weston's and Bullock's) and
you know they communicated in ways which most of us are
unfamiliar with.
Sometime during the Sharing Guenther mentioned similar
ities between the imagined faces in some of my photographs in
the exhibit and similarities in the imagery of C. J. Laughlin's
work. At some point along in the work(of the thesis) I
found that I had to un-learn influences from other photographer's
work in history. Although as it has been said, nothing is
original. What would account for some inventions being
invented simultaeneously at different ends of the Earth?
The coffee was all gone. SardyHaber sighed. Owen
asked if there was anything else I would like to say and
I thanked everyone for coming and for their valuable insights
and feelings about the work.. "and now its time to play You
Bet Your Life".
I was drained and exhausted when I got home and fell
asleep on the couch to Judy Collins singing"Whales and
Nightengales"
,
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October 31, 1980
Awoke at 8 a.m. today. Felt quite rested. Prepared the
car for the trip to Plattsburgh. Bought a ton of candy for
the 'trick-or-treaters' tonight. Michael Flecky called from
the gallery and asked if I could come down to get my photo
graphs off the wall so he could put up his thesis show. He
sounded a bit nervous, so Kathy and I rushed down there
and got them. We brought a bottle of champagne someone had
given me the week before; and Michael and I toasted to our
mutual success and relief that our thesis work was nearly
over-
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Postscript. . .
If it was not noticed, we did not have to move out of
our house on November 1. The house was not sold.
I, of course, did eventually ask Eva Rubinstein to serve
on the thesis board, but only as a special advisor and not as a
voting member.
Eva saw the thesis photographs and liked them. But, the
major hang-up she had with them was that intense tactility
that comes with contact printing large negatives. She said
that it was distracting to what the 'picture' was about.
I did get a show in the Somerstown Gallery in Westchester,
N.Y. the one I was hoping to get through Roger & Karen's
introduction.
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Rochester Institute of Technology
Office Memo One Lomb Memorial Drive
Rochester, New York 14623
To
From
Date
Subject ,
Messrs: Arnold, Butler, Flecky, Pfahl and Rubenstein
R. D. Zakia
2/14/80
MFA Faculty Meeting
OUR NEXT MFA FACULTY MEETING WILL BE ON TUESDAY FEBRUARY 19
AT 12 NOON IN THE DIRECTORS CONFERENCE ROOM.
Agenda* Thesis Proposals
1. Joseph Solan MA Second
Nature"
2. Stephen Small
"Trees"
3. Howard Goodman "Just
Living"
4. Michael Flecky "Trail
Markers"
Candidates are invited to attend the meeting while
their proposals are being discussed.
cc/ Joseph Solan
Stephen Small
Howard Goodman
To 
From 
Date 
Subject 
Rochester Institute of Technology 
Office Memo 
Dr. Richard Zakia 
Guenther Cartwright, Assistant Professor 
April 28, 1980 
MFA Thesis Board --- Howard S. Goodman 
Dr. Zakia, 
One lomb Memorial Drive 
Rochester, New York 14623 
As chairman of Howard S. Goodman's thesis board, I want 
to inform you that his board has met and it has approved 
his thesis proposal. 
James Thomas, Howard and myself met together and discussed 
his proposal for quite some time. We had a fruitful exchange. 
I feel very good about Professor Thomas being on the board. 
I met with Owen Butler separately. He and I discussed Howard's 
proposal and Owen gave his approval. 
We, Howard's thesis'board, look forward to working on 
this thesis. We find it an interesting challenge, and 
look forward to its presentation in the Fall of 1980. 
Guenther Cartwright 
Guenther Cartwright 
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MFA Gallery, Installation views, Howard S.
Goodman's
Thesis Exhibition, October 25-31, 1980.
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QUOTES INCLUDED IN THESIS EXHIBIT
Well , page one.
Centering. The potter's and dancer's
way of beginning. Or focusing, the
photographer's way of Centering.
You don't need to leave your room.
Remain sitting at your table and listen.
Don't even listen, simply wait.
Don't even wait.
Be quite still and solitary.
The world will freely offer itself to you
To be unmasked, it has no choice.
Franz Kafka
The more illusion there is, the greater
the opportunity for enlightenment.
Allen Ginsberg
Found an old corn crib that looked
like Rochester's homage to Stonehenge.
Almost a religious structure. If I
were an alien coming upon this construct
I would surely think it sacred ground.
QUOTES INCLUDED IN THESIS EXHIBIT
Here should be a picture of my favorite apple
It is also a nude & bottle
It is also a landscape
There are no such things as still lifes.
Erica Jong
....After a two-year absence, I had seen
things in such a totally different 'light'
than when I was first there three years ago.
The simplicity, stability, and or^nic
strength of Bill G's sculptures were quite
inspiring. Ana his sculptures were every
where! A twisted tree branch nailed to
a pedestal, a collection and arrangement of
stones( carved or natural) near the Dwarf
Village. To ba there is magic. Yes, the
first trip back was a revelation. It
was a wonderful day.
Downstairs an andiron was draped in
a glowing plastic that, from within, radiated
its own light.
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Rochester InsUtute of Technology 
College of Graphic Arts & Photography 
School of Photographic Arts & Sciences 
December 4, 1980 
Dr. Richard Zakia, Chairman 
Master of Fine Arts Program 
School of Photographic Arts and Sciences 
Rochester Institute of Technology 
One Lomb Memorial Drive 
One lomb Memorial Drive 
Rochester, New Yorl< 14623 
716-475-2716 
Rochester, NY 14623 RE: HO\'/ARD S. GOODHAN 
THESIS APPROVAL 
Dear Dr. Zakia, 
As the cha~rperson of Howard S. Goodman's thesis board, I 
would li~e to inform you that the thesis board has met and 
approved the visual aspect of his thesis. 
We felt that Howard's show was exceptionally strong. I 
personally wish that mor~ students and faculty would attend 
the thesis s~e~ing, so that work of this quality would be 
"shared" in a more formal academic manner. 
We, the t~~==, look forward to receiving Howard's written 
report. 
Sincerel ".:' , Guenther Cartwright 
Guenther Ce=t~=ight, MFA 
Assistant ?~~7=ssor 
School of ?~otographic Arts and Sciences 
Photographs, Images, and Words
WRIGHT MORRIS
IN 1889, IN CUSTER COUNTY, NEBRASKA, a pioneer who had failed at
fanning had the time to ponder the brave new world around him.
What he saw cried for confirmation. In this treeless landscape, blazing
with light, a frozen waste over the winter, baked by the sun in the sum
mer, the inhabitants took refuge in sod houses, as other creatures bur
rowed'Into holes. These circumstances bred a new breed of people, and
made of the pioneer a photographer. Solomon Butcher was one of the
first specialists. Taste had not yet decreed nor practice established what
was appropriate as a photographic subject. Time was also needed, and
much tactful persuasion, to lure these cave dwellers into the open. Why
they were there would never be visible in the photographs. This over
riding question, the first to be asked by those living elsewhere, was of
profound interest to Butcher, but not one that he found puzzling. Being
one of them he knew its answer, and this knowledge led them to trust
him. We call them pioneers, a native breed of visionaries.
This vision is not self-evident in the photographs. We catch glimpses
of it in the objects Butcher persuaded some of them to bring from their
soddies, their treasured possessions assembled in the manner of a family
portrait. A chair with cushions, a bird in its cage, a sewing machine, a
Christmas wreath like a branch of the Golden Bough, an elegant foot-
pedaled organ, with glistening keys, the music open on the rack, around
which the family is gathered. One child will be in the mother's arms, an
other on the father's knee. In the middle ground, between them and the
soddy, perhaps a few cows or pigs, or the team hitched to a wagon, or a
valued piece of farm machinery, all set off against the dark mound of the
soddy, the black hole of the doorway, the grass on the roof blending with
the sea of grass that surrounds it. About this
"image"
there is nothing
candid. It is as posed and considered as a studio portrait.
The inhabitants have come from the house to stand in the pitiless
glare of the light. The man is hatless. His face has been blackened by the
wind and sun, but his forehead gleams as if scalped. He wears a collar-
less, clean white shirt; his wife a seldom worn Sunday dress. It was not
lost on Butcher that these portraits have the quality of icons. In many
O WRIGHT MORRIS, the distinguished writer and photographer, is the author of
Earthly Delights, Unearthly Adornments, a book of literary criticism. His new novel,
Plains Song, will be published in January 1980.
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details they resemble creches appropriate to a Holy Family. On this
frontier all possessions are life enhancing, and have their place. The pho
tographer wanted everything in the picture but himself. He had by na
ture the "photographer's but he did not have his ego. We see in
Butcher's work how the eye can function as an invisible part of the im
age.
Possessed by a similar obsession to record what he saw around him,
Eugene Alget had begun to photograph the city of Paris. Both photogra
phers used the camera to confirm what was visible. Each was a part of
the life he photographed. In their practice we have examples that clarify
some, if not all, current photographic dilemmas such as what should
come first, the photograph or the photographer.
These sod-house inhabitants, with their gaze on the future, did not
see themselves as the camera saw them. They did not smile, or mug.
They did not wave to the man behind it. For them it was a moment of
stopped time in a fevered dream. Can we say that the photographer's
"eye" has its origin in this complex awareness of time? A piece of it is
captured, but in the blurred image we see that it continues. An aware
ness of this gives every photograph its poignancy.
Let us imagine a
photographers'
tour making a field trip to the plains
of Nebraska. We will choose a point in time in which we see it flowing in
both directions. Nadar will be there, with his portable darkroom, and
Diane Arbus with her mini-camera. I would also like Stieglitz to be
there, and Weston, as well as Dorothea Lange and Walker Evans, Cecil
Beaton and Richard Avedon. They are all met and led by Butcher to a
sod house in Custer County, a piece of time in situ. A pioneer and his
wife, with their shoeless children and what they have in the way of pos
sessions, are assembled to be-
"shot"
in the yard at the front. Just to one
side, but sharing equal billing, is a team of white horses in black harness,
hitched to a topless buggy. The sun shines. The light glares. A breeze
stirs the grass on the soddy roof. In some of the photographs this grass
will appear as a blur. At a signal from Butcher all the photographers be
gin to work.
Can we say there is something here for everyone? Time itself will
prove to be more of a problem than the subject. Nadar is already at work
on the archetypal portrait of the American gothic. The pioneer holds a
pitchfork. His wife is reluctant to remove the bonnet that shades her
face. Weston has turned from the subject to the sea of grass that waves in
patterns of light and shade to the horizon. Lange and Evans are at ease
with material they have mastered. While waiting for his turn to photo
graph the woman, Stieglitz contemplates the cloud formations. Cecil
Beaton has begun an
"arrangement"
of the unusual artifacts available,
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while Avedon prepares a backdrop for a few clinical close-ups. The
clicking sound that we hear is the camera of Diane Arbus, seated in the
buggy, from where she takes candid snaps of the photographers at work.
Only Bellocq if he had come along would not have troubled to un
pack his equipment, looking forward eagerly to Dodge City, Kansas,
next stop on the tour.
Among these diverse and contrasting points of view, the intrinsically
unifying element is not the subject, but the medium. They are all pho
tographers. What they are taking are photographs. Some seek con
firmation, some self-expression, some documentation, a few have in mind
revelation; but so long as they use the camera, what they are taking are
photographs. On these discordant impressions of the same subject, time
will confer a touch of the miraculous.
In 1900, in Manchester, England, on the day the first electric tram
service was inaugurated, a photograph was taken to commemorate the
event. At the center of the picture, high on its tripod, is a camera, with
the photographer standing on a box behind it. Since he is not the one
who took the picture, his presence within the picture indicates its impor
tance. On the left are the trams, festooned with garlands of flowers; a po
liceman, with two citizens, walks from the picture toward a trouble
maker. On the right, densely packed, is a motley assembly of citizens.
The day is sunless. There is industrial smog in the air of the new century.
The eyes of the crowd are turned from the scene itself to look toward the
photographer outside the picture. A boy in his early teens, a cap cocked
on his head, grips his lapels, thrusting his chest forward like a politician
at the word of victory. His glance toward the camera is at once assured
and self-appraising. Fame has touched him. Unmistakably he says, "Here
I
This is but one of numberless thousands of anonymous photographs
that give us a magical glimpse into the past, a fragment snipped from the
film of time. A more sophisticated, self-aware photographer would have
been more selective, found a less conventional point of view, and given
us his own impression of the event. This might have heightened its
drama, its
"human"
interest, at the expense of what we now feel to be
authentic life mirrored not by ourselves but by life itself.
Impressions dominate our myriad responses, testifying infallibly to
our presence, but intrinsic to the photograph is an aura of detachment.
However much the artist may feign it, only the photograph, by its na
ture, is it. We see it most clearly in that genre of photographs we have
referred to as anonymous. Cameras took them. In that lies their authen
ticity. The lad preening himself in the right-hand corner may or may not
have caught the eye of the photographer he catches ours.
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"All the arts,"Andre Bazin wrote, in a statement I consider inex
haustibly ponderable, "are based on the presence of man, only photogra
phy derives an advantage from his absence."The camera takes the pic
tures. The photographer is empowered to enhance or diminish what the
camera takes.
Custom has staled our awareness that the photograph is Magic. We
see it, but we do not grasp it. It is as commonplace and as mystifying as
sight. The first men to intuit its miraculous powers worked in secret, like
alchemists, and kept their records in code. In 1832 Nicephore Niepce,
long pregnant with he knew not what, applied himself to giving the un
known an appropriate name. He did this in the hope that it would make
familiar what was passing strange, and prove to be an act of possession.
1. Painting by nature herself
2. Copy by nature herself
3. Portrait by nature herself
4. To show nature herself
5. Real nature
6. True copy of nature
His instincts were that whatever it was, it was a piece of nature. In
this list there is no mention ofNiepce as the prime mover, or the creator.
It is nature herself he wants to acknowledge. In the fullness of time (as
might have been predicted) the camera holder will prove to be less
awestruck. Instead of a portrait or a painting by nature herself, it will be
by the photographer. He will see himself not merely as the picture taker,
but increasingly as the picture maker. The results of this deliberate ap
propriation, as we see it in the photo-secessionist movement, is a notable
gain in pictorial interest at the expense of photographic authenticity
that is to say, at the expense of the photograph.
This amounts to a welcome gain at the expense of an irreplaceable
loss. Photographers were quick to recognize this imbalance, and set
about recouping the losses. The collaboration desired, and achieved, is
what is modern in modern photography but present and at ease in much
that is old. The recognition of this quality we have enshrined with the
word
"image."
It was not one of the words Nicephore Niepce had in
mind, nor was it in the mind of his generation, being a perceptive and
innovative way to relate the picture, the picture maker, and the subject.
The image that results if the maker has talent we recognize as an
original object. The recognition of this image, now a commonplace,
makes an essential, rather than an incidental, distinction between photo
graphs possible. This photo-image claims, with other man-made arti
facts, a self-sufficient uniqueness. Rather than a likeness, it has become a
thing itself.
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Although the image's presence can be appreciated, it should not be
formulated, since in the photograph time, even more than taste, influ
ences our impressions and colors our judgments. The explicitly documen
tary photograph makes the best, and the most, of its warring elements
and its reluctance to be judged as a "picture." This conflict between the
pictorial and the documentary gives many photographs a dramatic ten
sion that seeks resolution in a "decisivemoment."A residue of unre
solved elements will often heighten, rather than weaken, the resulting
image. The photographs by Van Schaick, Hine, Puis, Evans, Lange, and
numberless others are unavoidably more than social comments, and pro
vide us with more than a message. Pictorial elements we might say
happily both corrupt and enhance the most searing social statement.
There is a remnant of the image in every documentary, and the leavings
of the document in every image. These inherent contradictions distin
guish the photograph and need not be resolved.
The camera image differs from all others in the way it resists isola
tion. The word "bleed," used to describe a photograph printed without
margins, accurately conveys the cutting off, the excision, the amputa
tion, of the photograph from its environment. The habit of
"framing"
pictures accustoms us to what is visually bizarre. Where is what is miss
ing? In what mysterious way does it relate to what has been captured?
The controlled conditions of studio portraits the false environment of
props and lighting avoid the hard, bleeding edges and give the illusion
of wholeness. There are no severed connections. Within the frame, as
W. H. F. Talbot was the first to remark, there is often much that will
prove to be new as the photographer ponders what he has done. It is not
unusual for a photograph to be inexhaustible.
"At the thought of the Darwin said, "I grow cold all And
some frisson of this chill like the motions of plants underwater should
pass along the nerves of those who take, make, and look at photographs.
Anything so miraculous is compelled to become commonplace.
This rise in what is perceived, which is a rise in status, has its price.
As an image, the photograph is defanged, in a way denatured, and made
accessible to art. Photographs that are brutal, obscene, or merely dis
gusting can be exhibited as images. No one has yet (to my knowledge)
mounted an exhibition of the photographs of Belsen and Dachau, but our
remarkable appetite for visual sensations makes it not only possible, but
inevitable. If the option is open, someone will take it.
As a girl of twelve, Susan Sontag first set eyes on the photographs of
Dachau. She speaks of this occasion as one that divided her life into two
parts: before this exposure and after. There is no confusion in her mind,
or in ours, that she saw photographs, not images. She goes on to observe
that to suffer is one thing, but to live with photographic images of
suffer-
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ing can be a corrupting experience. It is the "image" that makes this pos
sible, even fashionable. Avedon's dying father challenges the observer to
justify his own participation in his dying. The observer's shudder of over
exposure attests to the
photographs'
validity, as well as to his own dis
tressed and embarrassed humanity. Quantities of male and female flesh
now attest to the current cliches of liberation. If we feel shame, embar
rassment, or disgust, we have the assurance that the image has not oblit
erated the photograph.
A commercial photographer I know has been taking pictures for
more than half a century, ever since he was given his first Brownie.
Among the thousands of prints, the tens of thousands of negatives, are
the jumbled contents of our life and times. If all others were lost, this ar
chive might well serve as our portrait. But only on rare occasions do
these pictures bring to mind the man who took them. There are babies,
kittens, old and wrecked cars; proud parents, glowing brides (flesh tones
have been heightened, teeth whitened); summer outings, forest mur
murs; oversize and undersize vegetables, eggs, and fruit; construction
sites, burned and razed buildings, streets and houses, real estate offer
ings; locomotives, cabooses; pliers, wrenches, and gadgets; hippie wed
dings, prominent divorces, famous and infamous people; and the war in
Korea while he did his stint in the Army. In the context of the new and
the ultramodern, some of these photographs are new as tomorrow. The
shifting sands of fashion and taste have finally caught up with what he
has been doing all his life. But there is no need to mention his name since
he is not a "name" photographer.
My friend's passport photos sell for four dollars. Fancy portraits, in a
frame, cost more. Cats like him. He is good with pets and children. If
something is visible he will take a picture of it. The secret ingredient in
all his photographs is time. The passage of time will confer on his ar
chive much that now seems to be lacking. "Look at that!" they will say,
whereas now they just look.
I thought of him some months ago when I came on the news that a
photograph by Ansel Adams was offered for sale for $15,000. One of a
kind, perhaps? Or one of a kind in the hands of a dealer? Considered as
Art, photographs are now subject to the fads and practices of the art
market. An artificially created rarity is used to sustain or inflate market
prices. The dealer who acquires a photographer's negatives is free to
control or exploit this market. Since anyone can, and millions do, buy
cameras and take pictures, the oversupply will always exceed the mar
ket's demand Although photographic discussion might continue to be
fevered, the buying, selling, and speculation in photographs must con
fine itself to a sampling ofwhat is offered. It is time before it is talent
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that confers interest and significance on the photograph, and time can
not be speeded up to the dealer's advantage. If it were sufficiently profit
able, most photographers could take or duplicate most photographs. In
Edward Weston: Fifty Years, his wife CharisWeston wrote:
The Guggenheim trips were like elaborate treasure hunts, with false clues
among the genuine ones. We were always being directed by friends to their own
favorite sights, views, or formations. . . . [Weston] knew my eyes were at his
service, and that the moment anything with a
"Weston" look appeared, I would
stop the car and wake him up.
Today there would be little need to wake him. The recognition of a
Weston picture could be followed by its taking. There is no trick to it. It
is a matter of profit. If Weston-type photographs are profitable, if the
market will absorb them, there might be no end to them. What the cam
era and the chemicals have done for one photographer, they will also do
for another. It is a bit early to open this Pandora's box, but it is there and
waits on the occasion.
As of the moment, the uses of photography, not to mention the
abuses, defy the efforts of critics and scholars to make sensible dis
tinctions. Among the Yoruba ofwestern Nigeria, portrait photography of
considerable interest has been integrated into the culture. It had its ori
gin in English colonial examples, but it thrives on, meeting immediate
cultural needs. Stephen Sprague, an American photographer, found ten
flourishing photographic studios in a town without electricity or running
water facilities important to photographers. Each of the studios fea
tured scenic props that provided an environment for the sitter, and often
constituted, in their originality, a piece of constructivist art. To operate
his enlarger, one photographer ingeniously employed the headlight of his
motorcycle, with the motor running, to provide a source of light. The
most striking of these Yoruba portraits, giving the photographs unique
ness, are the portraits of twins, one of whom had died. In this extremity a
second photograph of the living twin was substituted, the two images
placed side by side. A conscious and skillful effort was made to remove
the evidence that they were actually two separate pictures.
In these Yoruba portraits the non-native observer is confronted with
images of a complexity and sophistication far beyond the intent of the
photographer. How are the mandarin tastes of a few collectors to be ap
plied to the practice of the Yoruba, not to mention examples still to be
discovered? It seems inevitable that these unique, one-of-a-kind portraits
will find their way to the expanding photographic market. Rarity will be
ensured, until it gets around that they bring a price.
To accommodate the growing number of artists, and the multifarious
activities now loosely described as art, distinctions necessary to in-
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telligent discussion have been obliterated. In the vast accumulation of
conflicting opinion there is one unifying element: all of it is in words.
The art work no longer speaks for itself. It is ironic to think, as the words
flow, that the photograph was once thought to speak a more concrete,
less abstract language. The sloganwas thatltwas better than alhousand
words. Thousands upon thousaridsot words now encumber a quantity of
photographs. This flowering of writing about photography, much of it
readable, informative, and innovative, is the latest example of the cur
rent cultural mania to transform one thing into another, and eventually
into words. To reside in one thing or another appears to be impossible.
On the evidence, the thing itself the person, the object, the painting,
the book, the music, the sunset, the operationexists primarily as a
point of departure, a launching pad from which we take off into an orbit
of our own. The more controversial art becomes and the more heat it
generates, the more words it requires. These deflections from the things
themselves comprehend most of what we call culture. Book reviews, art
reviews, movie reviews, sports reviews feed a greater and more ponder
able need than does the book, the work of art, the movie, or the sporting
event Greater than our hunger for sensation is the need we feel to know
of what it consists. We have read the book, attended the exhibit, seen the
movie, and so on, but what they consist of are the images that have been
put into words. Photographs, photographs of all things, were once be
lieved to offer a point of resolution. They offered a stop in the flow of
time as well as in the endless stream of our responses. The observer
looked. The photograph soberly returned his gaze.
All criticism is in the process of becoming a new genre of fiction, as
fiction itself seems to be threatened. The overgrazed world of experi
ence, appropriate to the novel, can be reappraised and reexperienced as
criticism. In the same way, the overgrazed world of visible artifacts and
events can be recreated as verbal images.
In this practice the recognition of some photographs as "works of
is less an infiltration of art by photography than an appropriation,
on the part of art, of photographic authenticity. We see this in current
art enthusiasms. Momentarily the abstract is exhausted. Every effort is
made to incorporate the actual the
"happening,"
the materials, includ
ing structures and landscapes. The painter's use of the photo-image in his
conception accurately parallels the photograph's appropriation as a
genre of art. All of this is extrinsic to the photograph itself.
With its rise in status, however, the photograph is
"read"
rather than
merely looked at. Images of interest are scrutinized like poems. Predict-
ably, the verbal scrutiny will prove to be what gives the photograph its
image. The
"readings"
will be as subtle, as filled with insight, as bizarre
as the talents of the writer. It is hard to imagine a photograph that Susan
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Sontag could not verbally embellish. Of a W. Eugene Smith photograph,
Walker Evans writes: " 'Welsh Miners' is a memorable and improbable
feat: a stroke of romantic realism. Something in the picture doubles back
on artifice. The miners are in makeup; their pomade is coal dust The
men are actors, their act is in being themselves. The background stage
set is a village you know is there in Wales today."
No question, this commentary adds a new dimension to what we see.
Perhaps there is something in all photographs that doubles back on arti
fice. But Evans would also be the first to say it is better that the photo
graph have no commentary at all than that it appear to be necessary to
the picture. The ambiguity that is natural to the photograph lends itself
to conflicting interpretations, but if the viewer's first impression is not
his own, he may never come to have one that is. In the photograph this is
a real loss for an imaginary gain.
In First and Last, a collection of 220 Evans photographs from some
20,000 negatives, words are conspicuously absent. There is no foreword
or postword. There are no captions or comments beyond the brief re
marks on the jacket. It is a clean, handsome, well-lighted book, appropri
ate to the photographs. The first was taken in New York in 1928, the last
at Brighton Pier, England, in 1973. On turning the pages, however, I
found that a few words would have been helpful. These are photographs
first, before they are
"images."We are legitimately curious about where
the places are, and whose face it is. This information is neither irrelevant
nor distracting. Whenever we come upon a photograph that is not iden
tified or captioned, the first thing we do is look on the back of it for what
is not visible in the picture. In Evans's bookjye need words to clarify
what it is-we_see. and to inhibit much that we'mighTlrnagine. The two
photographs on the jacket are of Evans as a young man, at age twenty-
nine, and as an old man, at age seventy-three. I would not have known
that without the caption. There is identifying data at the back of the vol
ume printed in type so small it discourages the curious. Words can be as
intrusive in their absence as in their presence.
The volume might have been titled Signs and Portents. Signs spoke
an intimate language to Evans, and I was told by Peter Bunnell that he
collected them as objects. The sign and signboard spoke to him as "na
ture" did not. I first saw an Evans photograph in Time magazine: a
graveyard of used cars at the side of a road in Pennsylvania. In different
accents than it spoke to Evans it also spoke to me. The exact same photo
graph could be read in various ways. What the image maker needs, in all
forms of image making, is the confirmation of his own intuitions, and
Evans provided me, as he did numerous others, with this reassuring
shock of recognition. An Evans photograph mattered to all of us.
Some of Evans's photographs are familiar to people who couldn't
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care less who took them: the portraits in Let Us Now Praise Famous
Men, the passport-size mosaic of faces crowding the frame of a studio
window, a couple on the boardwalk at Coney Island. Evans also worked,
for a limited time, for Roy Stryker's Farm Security Administration p*o-
gram, and his
"images"
will never be free of the aura of the depression.
Nor will the photographs themselves ever resolve or clarify their con
flicting impressions. A field of junked cars, a man in faded overalls, chil
dren in rags, a row of unpainted houses, an unshaved farmhand do not
speak to Americans of human realities but of social conditions to be rem
edied. When the conditions are remedied, they are remarkably less
photogenic. There is a conflict of imagery in Let Us Now Praise Famous
Men, where the words soar into the empyrean, but the photographs,
happily, remain earthbound. To that extent, the counterpoint is more
fruitful than if the words and imageswere on the same plane.
The great depression was real enough in itself, but the hold it still has
on our imagination is largely a photographic triumph. These images of
hardship, of poverty, of human endurance impose on the recent fiction of
history a reality that words can do little to modify or displace. As young
photographers have learned, the old and battered, the ugly and de
pressed are much more photogenic than the new and affluent Hard
times are usually good times ^oi^photographers. This aesthetic is rooted
in American experience anrTtesQfi4.to our hunger for what is "real," a
word that vibrates in our consciousness more persistently than the word
Photography, indeed, is such an American institution that it is
difficult to believe we did not invent it. First and last, the photographs of
Walker Evans have helped shape our image of what is real, and as this
image hardens to a cliche, it now obstructs the emergence of what is ac
tually there. Much of what is there is now unseen in photographs that
resemble other photographs.
In Michael Lesy's Real Life: Louisville in the Twenties, we will find
the archetypal urban photographs for those taken by Evans and others in
the thirties, through Weegee, Frank, and Diane Arbus in the sixties. The
urban scene, for all its vast complexity, provides a limited number of im
ages. Time will determine what we see of
"interest"
in them. Each of
these photographs, more than the photographer or the time-bound ob
server, sees. Compared with the photographer's eye, the camera's eye is
Olympian, and provides us if we can bear it with our first glimpses
from space.
On the jacket of John Szarkowski's The Photographer's Eye, a volume
of select photographs and well-seasoned comments, there is an anony
mous photograph of a bedroom interior at the turn of the century. It is
rich with those details we consider revealing, including an optician's
chart on the back of the door. The image is crisply framed, the point of
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view as assured as a photograph of Evans, or one of my own. I recognize
with^a shock that this anonymous photographer was seeingrmrougTrmy
eyj^s, anaTTthrough his. The similarities of all photographs are greater
than their real or imagined differences.
In Walker Evans's book there are no words; in Susan Sontag's On
Photosmphv there are no photographs. This bizarre polarity compre;
herfctsthe current photograpnic scene, where picture taking and making
is giving way to analysis and stocktaking. Many young photographers
have found themselves more gifted with words than with the camera. In
determining what and where photography is at, words are more in the
ascendant than photographs. The photograph, after all, is just a photo
graph. Words will determine its meaning and status. Feverishly self-
aware, photography now ponders its many selves. As John Szarkowski
has commented, the role of the professional has diminished; the personal
and the private has expanded. He sees the view as that of the mirror and
the window. This is a useful verbal distinction that enshrines the photog
rapher, not the photograph. Mirror, window, or wall, the photograph ex
ists; it is a piece of the world's substance, and it is more than the source
of our self-serving impressions. The true photograph confronts us with
all the ambiguities of life itself.
The absence of photographs from Miss Sontag's book is awell-consid
ered decision. Both the writer and the reader are more at home wiSi
words. Once an activity of any kind reaches the level of public interest
and acceptance, it will undergo this transformation. To get into words is
the ultimate of critical absorption and appreciation. The breadth and
depth of our awareness of photography can be gauged by the absence of
photographs in a book on the subject. What we want and what we get,
are words. The photographs themselves like the books, the art, the
movies, the events would complicate and impede the discussion. After
all, we still do not know what a photograph is.
I assume it is a cultural, not a human, aberration that makes it impos
sible for us to reside in, to be at rest with, an image. Not long ago we
may have thought, as some still do, that the invention of the photograph
would remedy this tiresome situation. Yet we now find that photographs
dissolve into words as readily as dreams do. What is it that forbids us
from residing in what we see? Is it the fear that what we see, what we
actually see, might be all there is? At this impasse a voice cries "God for
bid!"
and we turn with relief to our discussion.
It might prove to be a global, even a cosmic, dilemma, as the satel
lites send back their photographs from space. Just as we cannot accept
the photographs of Dachau and Belsen, we cannot grasp the image of
planet Earth rising on the moon's horizon. There it floats (there we float,
that is), chilling and awesome, instinct with the terrors of the first human
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nightmares. From the first, the gift of sight has been the seedbed of our
illusions. The photograph both confirms and mocks us. That's how it is.
But what it is cannot be photographed.
Our inability to grasp what a photograph is contributes to its emer
gence as a "work of art."We don't know what that is, either, but in the
context of art we can label and discuss it. Even better, we can wheel and
deal with it. It occurs to me, however, that an alternative scenario may
now be in the making. Perhaps it will prove to be to the advantage of art
to adopt the mass market of photography, where the picture made by
the camera can be appropriated as one's own.
IfMiss Sontag can be faulted in her performance, it lies in the nature
of words themselves. How they do go on and on. If the good writer is en
titled to be carried away and Miss Sontag is so entitled there is still
the problem of the benumbed and bedazzled reader. Her facility is in
timidating. Numberless photographs, objects, and opinions come out of
her hopper with a uniform texture. Words accumulate to bury words, as
images accumulate to bury pictures. In conversation there are pauses
where what is questionable, or ponderable, can be tempered with a si
lence or a rebuttal. It is to the reader's disadvantage, curiously, that Miss
Sontag lacks or conceals the prejudices of a picture taker. Names, im
ages, and associations enrich and confuse our impressions. What is she
saying? She is saying what she has said. Like many good books, On Pho
tography justifies more rereadings than it will receive. Ignored, if not for
gotten, in this performance is the fact that the photograph was once em
powered to deal with impressions that words cannot: the ineluctably
visible, eye- and mind-boggling world. This image is there before words,
even as words strain to create a new image. It seems apparent that a
frailty in our word-bound culture compels us to reduce everything to
words. Photography's unique contribution, the mirrored image of actual
ity, proves to be, like life itself, merely a point of departure for further
speculation. If all we can do is look at something, perhaps we would
rather not look at it at all. The ultimate inhibition would be to see no
more, and no less, than what the camera eye sees.
I find it strange, however, to hear Miss Sontag say, "The main differ
ence between painting and photography in the matter of portraiture still
holds. Paintings invariably sum up: photographs usually do
not."
Great portraits maywell sum up the painter, but they seldom sum up
the sitter. What photographs usually do, more than anything else, is au
thenticate personal appearance and existence. Authentication, not en
largement or interpretation, is what we want. This is sufficient to explain
the sudden decline in portrait painting since the first daguerreotype. Ma
net's portrait of Clemenceau is a painting before it is a portrait, in which
"characteristics" have been obliterated. The same is true of Picasso's
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Stein. The painted portrait neither has nor will displace the photographs
by Cameron, Nadar, Hill and Adamson, Southworth and Hawes as well
as numberless, often nameless, others. What would we give for a few
fair-to-middling album snapshots of Achilles, or Helen of Troy, or Poti-
phar's wife, or Attila the Hun, or the Wife of Bath, or any human coun
tenance once part of the faceless past? Whose portrait of Lincoln would
we prefer to those left us by Brady and Gardner? The sitter might well
like to be flattered, but the observer craves reality. In portraiture, once
the photograph existed, authenticity takes precedence over talent, and
the decline of the painted portrait can be dated from the first one taken
by Daguerre. The photo likeness is a piece of nature, like the subject it
self.
Puzzlement as to what a photograph actually is still handicaps both
photographers and observers. No theory or aesthetic adequately compre
hends the ever widening spectrum of photographic practice, but the dis
creet use of the word
"image"
makes essential distinctions possible. An
image is what some photographers are after, and we experience their de
light when they get it. Rather than another likeness, it has become a
thing itself.
It is appropriate that these new images take their place among the
objects we value, since they both reveal and enhance our shared aware
ness of the visible world around us and the invisible world within us.
Those photographs that combine the impersonality of the camera eye
with the persona of the camera holder will usually commingle the best of
these hard-to-reconcile elements. While we continue to grope, like
Niepce, for the precise words to capture what a photograph is, we
should also acknowledge that the highest praise may be found in the way
it eludes us. The ultimate triumph will be to recognize the photograph
forwhat it is. _^
The most remarkable photographs of our time mirror and probe the
macrocosm around us and the microcosm within us, and if a new human
is to-emerge on this planet, some such image will provide one of its
icons, a confirmation of the wonder and the shudder of terror that signal
an expanding consciousness. We sense in it, and we fear, the necessary
destructive element. What it has in mind for us may not be what we
have in mind for ourselves.
In the sea of photographs that now surround us, and increasingly
threaten to engulf us, photography might be likened to the glow of phos
phorous where the ship's prow splits the water. Thanks to it, we do see
more than the surface. Thanks to it, we do not see more than is there.
Not to see more than is there, we learn from photographs, is to see more
than enough.
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